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NARRATIVE SUMMARY: SEPTEMBER 20
FINANCIAL CONFERENCE ON INFLATION

The Financial Conference on Inflation conducted
by the Department of the Treasury brought together a
distinguished group of private and public participants
to examine the problems of inflatdon. Congressional
cooperation and active participation was an integral
element in the success of the Conference. The financial
community was represented by senior officials from
commercial banks, savings institutions, insurance
companies, and the investment community. Participation
by prvfessional economists, consumer experts and labor
representatives insured a desirable breadth of view.
Those invited put aside parochial concerns and participated actively in a serious and objective review of
in~lation and its financial consequences.
The Conference opened with brief statements by
Secretary of the Treasury Simon, Chairman Greenspan
of the Council of Economic Advisers, Associate Director
Scott of the Office of Management and Budget, and
Chairman Burns of the Federal Reserve. The remainder
of the morning session was devoted to brief statements
on the inflation problem by each of the private and
Congressional participants.
In the afternoon a series
of seven topics was discussed by the group: fiscal
policy, monetary policy, capital markets and capital
formation, international economic policy, financial
institutions and inflation, wage-price policy, and
other suggestions to deal with inflation.
GENERAL
The major theme that ran through the entire
Conference was that the inflation problem is difficult
and will not be solved quickly or easily.
It was
recognized that inflation had already created serious
financial strains and inflicted large financial losses.

At a time when the Nation faces enormous future demands
for new capital, our financial markets are seriously
constrained in their ability to provide the required
funds. One participant pointed out that 30 million
stockholders have, in the aggregate, seen their equity
values decline by an estimated $500 billion since
January 1973, and another observed that " •.. high interest
rates kill investment bankers and brokers and bankers
would not vote for them either. '' Yet, it may be significant that there was virtually no mention of trying
to live with high rates of inflation by some full-scale
adaptation of financial techniques or instruments and
little suggestion that monetary policy should depart
from its current course of moderate restraint.
Instead,
there seemed to be general consensus that inflation
could, and would, be dealt with.
FISCAL POLICY
There was virtually unanimous opinion, however,
that much greater reliance needs to be placed upon
fiscal restraint, and that this should take the form
of cuts in Federal expenditure. Most participants
seemed to regard an expenditure figure below $300
billion in FY 1975 as either essential or highly
desirable. Even those who tended to minimize the
direct short-run effect on inflation of, say, $10
billion less in Federal expenditures, accepted the
desirability of expenditure restraint for the beneficial financial and psychological effects that would
result. There was little discussion of the details
of any expenditure reduction program, but several
delegates expressed their belief that definite steps
should be taken before the fall elections.
In addition,
a suggestion that the Executive might initially be
given power to withhold sufficient funds from current
appropriations to meet 150 percent of any desired cut
in Federal expenditures was supported by several
participants. Also, several delegates contended that
any large budget--corporate or Federal--could usually
be cut by a few percent.
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In general, expenditure reductions were regarded
as the way in which fiscal restraint should be exercised.
But a number of participants indicated that they would
favor general tax increases if these were essential to
control inflation. Also, there was some discussion of
the possible desirability of imposing a sizable excise
tax on gasoline and remitting part of the proceeds to
low income groups. Other tax suggestions related more
directly to financial markets and financial institutions.
There was some expression of dissatisfaction with
the budget concepts that are currently employed. A
number of participants felt that the full employment
budget concept should be relegated to obscurity, and
attention directed to actual budget deficits. One
felt that the actual budget concept should be narrowed
by excluding the trust funds and returning to the
older Administrative budget concept. There was much
mo~e support, however, for widening the budget concept
to include the activities of off-budget agencies and the
effects of Federal credit programs. The latter were
widely regarded as an important factor explaining the
extent of current financial strains.
MONETARY POLICY
In contrast to fiscal policy, monetary policy
received very little criticism from the Conference
participants. There was some expression of belief
that high interest rates may cause inflation, rather
than the reverse; but most participants seemed to
accept high interest rates as a necessary evil, or
as an inevitable consequence of high rates of inflation.
There was some expression of hope that the Federal
Reserve would find a further reduction of short term
rates compatible with the containment of inflation,
but little suggestion that monetary policy should be
eased appreciably.
Indeed, despite the adverse effects
of tight money on financial markets and institutions,
the continuation of a moderate degree of monetary
restraint was clearly regarded as desirable by most
of the participants.

- 4 There was some departure from this apparent consensus. A few participants questioned the. effectiveness
of monetary restraint so long as commercial banks were
not subjected to Regulation Q ceilings, and one likened
unregulated financial markets to a "financial jet engine."
It was suggested that a partial remedy might lie in the
application of a ceiling on the bank prime rate. But
this suggestion, and the analytical view upon which it
was based, did not seem to elicit much support within
the Conference. There was also some mention of "financial brinkmanship" and a few references to the possibility of having pressed monetary policy up to, if not
beyond, the limits of prudence. But some felt that
this was necessary to deal with inflationary expectations and there was general agreement that failure to
employ sufficient fiscal restraint had caused undue
reliance on monetary policy.
WAGE-PRICE POLICY
While fiscal and monetary policy were clearly
regarded as the major tools for dealing with inflation,
there was an articulate minority view which favored a
supplementary effort in the wage-price field.
This
minority view ranged from advocacy of an explicit
incomes policy to reliance on a less explicit "social
contract" approach. There was general recognition
within the Conference that we face a difficult wageprice situation, in view of the decline in labor's
real earnings over the past year or so. It was suggested that tax reduction might even have merit as a
quid pro quo for wage restraint, but the difficulties
of such an approach were also recognized. No interest
whatsoever was evidenced within the Conference for a
return to wage-price controls.
OTHER BROAD ISSUES
A number of other broad issues emerged in the
course of the Conference. The view was widely expressed
that there is currently a need for a clear signal to
the public of the Government's intention to deal firmly
with inflation--to most participants this meant sizable
reductions in Federal spending. The general desirability of strong Presidential leadership and an early
initiative in the economic field was also mentioned.
Several speakers stressed the need for a deeper public
understanding of the inflation problem and one called
for more responsible reporting of economic news by the
TV networks.
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There was a fair amount of discussion of the
desirability of achieving a greater feeling of involvement in the inflation fight on the part of the public.
The issue was raised a number of times in different
contexts. Several suggestions were advanced as to
how closer public involvement might be achieved. For
example, millions of publicly-owned acres could be
made suitable for connnunity gardens to cope with
rising food costs.
There was frequent expression of the importance
of taking steps to insure that the cost of reducing
inflation be fairly shared. The attention of the
Conference was directed to the possibility that the burden
of unemployment falls so heavily on minority groups
that some members may be driven to prefer the comparative security of welfare programs.
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY
In the international area, attention was directed
to the fact that since the end of World War II there
has been a progressive dismantling of barriers to the
movement of goods, services, and people across national
boundaries. This has had enormously beneficial effects.
Now, however, there is some danger that inflation may
drive countries into economic nationalism. It was
urged that we push ahead on the Trade Reform Act to
enable this country to take a leadership role in
pursuing lower barriers to trade and investment. Some
concerns were expressed over the potential instabilities inherent in the Eurodollar market and it was
questioned whether the "recycling" problem had been
solved satisfactorily.
There was some expression of belief that international matters might have been insufficiently emphasized within the Conference. But more importantly
there was a fairly widespread view ~hat the u.s. had
failed to deal effectively with broad problems cutting
across economic and political areas, e.g., the quadrupling of oil prices.
It was suggested that the
responsibility for u.s. foreign economic policy is
too fragmented and that better coordination would
result if policy decisions were reached in an "International Quadriad" headed by Treasury and including
State, NSC, and the Federal Reserve.
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CAPITAL MARKETS
A certain degree of pessimism was expressed on
longer-term domestic financial developments. The basic
difficulty is the inability of financial markets to
function efficiently in an inflationary environment.
Many participants pointed to the current sad state
of the equity markets, and the difficulties faced by
long-term debt markets. There was general agreement
that future capital requirements would be very large
in comparison with past experience. The need to offer
greater incentives to both saving and investment was
stressed. Adequate levels of profits were regarded
as essential and there was considerable discussion of
the accounting problems involved during inflationary
periods in both the inventory and capital investment
areas.
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS
Attention was directed by a number of participants
to the harmful effect upon productivity of Government
regulations. Particular reference was made to the
difficult situation of the utility industry.
It was
suggested that there is a need for a thoroughgoing
review at all levels of Government of regulations on
industry which result in increased costs without
increased benefits to the consumer. Several participants cited the desirability of a more gradual approach
to environmental cleanup.
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
The special problems of savings institutions during
periods of tight money received a good deal of attention. Considerable support was expressed for the
reforms embodied in the Administration's Financial
Institutions Act. A few participants pointed, however,
to the long road ahead before savings institutions can
compete on anything like an equal basis with commercial
banks. Possible future resort to variable rate mortgages
was mentioned. An issue to which a number of participants referred was the possibility of an exemption or
tax credit for interest on savings deposits.
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SPECIAL TOPICS
A number of special topics were raised by industry
spokesmen and a profit-sharing proposal was described
by one participant. Details on these and other matters
are provided in the full transcript of the Conference
proceedings.
SUMMARY
In general, the Conference felt that major reliance must continue to be placed upon the two main
tools of aggregate economic policy: fiscal policy
and monetary policy. There was widespread recognition
of the need to insure that the burdens of any antiinflationary program are equitably shared.. The need
for greater fiscal restraint was emphasized by nearly
every participant. No further intensification of
monetary restraint was recommended but a continued
policy of moderate restraint was generally viewed as
desirable. There was a minority within the Conference
which favored a more active wage-price policy.
There was also wide consensus on the need to
develop specific policies to deal with specific
problems that have arisen in the domestic financial
area as a consequence of inflation. Also, the need
for a more active and better coordinated foreign
economic pol:i.cy was stressed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The State and Local Government Conference on Inflation convened
in Washington, D.C. on September 23, 1974. Assembled at the
conference were 17 mayors, 11 state governors, 5 county officials,.
3 city managers, 4 state legislators and 5 national labor leaders.
Also at the conference were 16 others who were independent consultants,·
u~ndemic specialists or representatives of various interest
groups. The Congress, cohosts of the Conference on Inflation along
with the President, was represented by four Representatives and four
Senators. The Secretary of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development served as conference chairman.
The following summary is a distillation of the views of the conference
participants as presented in (a} the discussions and debate during
the meeting7 (b) 32 formal position papers submitted by the participants7 and (c) the tabulated responses to a questionnaire prepared
for the conference by Louis Harris and Associates, Inc.
The full text of each position paper, the entire transcript of the
conference and the tabulations for each question in the Harris
questionnaire will be printed as a part of the complete report on
the conference which will be available at Federal depository
libraries throughout the United States and at the Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
The conference discussion ranged widely across the spectrum of major
economic issues confronting the United States. The position papers
tended to focus on prescriptions for specific problems of the State
and local government sector. The questionnaire was evenly divided
between the general economic outlook and specific policy preferences.
It provided, however, the most complete exposition of the views of
the conference participants on the general outlook. A total of 42
of the 69 participants submitted questionnaires for tabulation.
I I. WHERE WE ARE AND WHERE WE ARE HEADED
A. General Economic outlook
Most of the conference participants expected economic conditions
in the United States in the next year to stay the same or get
somewhat worse. None expected a major improvement. Most expected
the annual rate of increase in the consumer price index to range
between 8 and 12 percent in the last quarter of this year and
to average 10 percent or less for all ~£.calendar 1975 • . Local
officials expressed somewhat more pess1m1sm about the pr1ce outlook next year than did state off~cials and others.
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There was near unanimity among the partici.pa_nts that rising
prices of critical commodities, especially for· food and fuel,
were among the primary roots of the present inflation. Most
expected such items to be a very ser'ious inflationary factor
a year from now as well. Insufficient growth of productivity
and excessive wage settlements were also identified by many
as very serious factors in the current inflatio~ and many
anticipated they would be very serious factors a year trom
now. Local officials identified excessive wage settlements as a
factor now and as an expected factor a year from now somewhat
more frequently than others, with labor dissenting altogether.
The labor participants in the conference strongly disputed all
characterizations of labor's wage demands as excessive,declaring
that their objective was the recovery and protection of purchasing
power being eroded by the current inflation.
Governmental regulations were also identified as a serious inflationary factor by a significant number of participants, particula~ly by local officials, and they were expected to be a serious
factor a year from now as well. Federal environmental regulations
were singled out most frequently in this regard by both State and
local officials.
In anticipating trends in unemployment, a majority of the participants, particularly the local government officials, indicated they
felt it was possjble, given the right policies, to reduce the rate
of inflation to 6 percent next year. But almost all the participants felt that any meaningful effort to reduce the rate of inflation is likely to lead to an increase of unemployment. A majority
indicated they felt it is possible to avoid increasing unemployment through proper handling of the fight against inflation, although most local officials disagreed.
B. outlook for the State and Local Sector
Most of the participants felt that the impact of inflation on the
economy as a whole was very serious. Most also saw the impact on
local government as very serious as well, although state officials
did not view the outlook for local governments with as much concern as did other participants. Although the outlook for state
governments was also viewed with concern by most, only a fe~
labeled the current impact of inflation on them as very ser~ous.
Several of the independent consultants expressed the view that the
worst is yet to come for State and local governments, saying that
rising labor costs and the delayed impact of the current inflation
spiral would hit local and State governments in the next year or
two.
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One Midwestern mayor said State and Federal officials face some
"tough choices" on employment and wage increases. He pointed
out that, if money runs out because of higher wage settlements,
there will have to be fewer employees. A Western Governor
said he is required by law to build into his budget cost-ofliving increase for State employees.
A labor participant told the conference: "Most public employees do
not have cost-of-living clauses and their living standards have
slipped noticeably ••• They are particularly vulnerable to the whims
of politicians and the effects of faulty planning." He said the
recent rash of public employee strikes was a message to the
American people: "The message is we have had it."
Another labor participant declared: "I don't think this conference
is quite understanding what is happening here. You can't live on
$2.50 an hour now ••• Wages have to go up and you can't ask us to
live on $2.50 an hour ••• $2.50 an hour today is a starvation wage.
If you are paying it, you have to change it upward.
That is all
there is to it."
A number of mayors and governors expressed their sympathy for the
position of public employees and indicated they were aware of the
need for wage increases. A Midwestern mayor said it is not
accurate to blame organized labor for the wage pressures.
"The
simple fact is that for many years municipal employees were behind
in this market and we are caught in a big squeeze •.• They can only
guard themselves by getting their fair share because they know it
will be a long time before it comes again regardless of what we
say about inflation as a new phenomenon."
Some local officials discussed the impact that rising fuel and
material costs were having on local government budgets. One
Midwestern mayor provided the conference with data developed
by the city's 9urchasing agent on the effect of inflation on
the city budget:
"Diesel fuel in the last year has gone up
136 percent~ gasoline, 248 percent~ motor oil, 57 percent and
some have increased 100 percent in the last six months. Antifreeze has gone up 406 percent in the last year~ liquid flouride,
50 percent~ road salt, 27.5 percent~ concrete pipe is up 41
percent •••• "
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Other factors identified by most participants as having a very
serious cost impact for State and local governments were Federal
environmental regulations requiring major capital investments in
water, sewer, or air pollution facilities. One Eastern mayor,
complaining of strict Federal environmental guidelines and regulations, said these rules "cost us tremendous amounts of money,
billions of dollars in effect, and yet there is no let up in
those particular areas." The representative of an environmental
group, however, said he was concerned by "allegations of those
who attribute inflation to the impact of environmental investments.
We agree with the council on Environmental ouality and the Environmental Protection Agency in their assessment that expenditures for
air and water pollution control programs account for one half of
one percent of our gross national product."
Most of the local officials identified Federal guidelines requiring higher salaries, retirement and pensions as serious cost
factors. Most of the state officials identified uncoordinated
Fed7ral expendi~ures resu~ting in duplicative spending as
hav1ng very ser1ous cost 1mpact. Most participants overall
also identified tight monetary policy as having a very serious
co~t .impact.
1>. hare rnajority of the participants expect yields on long-term

bonds to stay below 7 percent through next June but a subst~ntial
number expect them to exceed 7 percent, particularly loc"ll
officials. State officials generally foresee somewhat lower
yields.
Most of the participants felt it would be difficult for both their
State governments and their local governments not only to keep
1976 budget exFenditures, including capital outlays, the same as
the 1975 budget but even to keep it no more than 5 percent above
the 1975 budget.
A majority of the participants, particularly the local government
officials, indicated they felt it was possible, given the right
policies, to reduce the rate of inflation to 6 percent next year.
But almost all the participants felt that any meaningful effort to
reduce the rate of inflation is likely to lead to an increase of
unemployment. A major.ity indicated they felt it is possible to
avoid increasing unemployment through proper handling of the
fight against inflation, although most local officials disagreed.
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II. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS: MAJOR SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS OF PARTICIPANTS
The major specific recommendations of the participants are summarized
here.
A. Macroeconomic Policies
1. Federal Spending. Most of the participants expressed support
for an attempt to reduce the Fiscal 1975 Federal budget deficit.
Fewer, although a majority, favored accomplishing this by means
of spending cuts. State officials, in particular, favored this
course while ~y of the local officials preferred increasing
Federal revenues to accomplish that end primarily by means of
tax reform. Labor representatives supported tax reform and
disputed the efficacy of Federal budget cuts as a means to
control inflation. Manv State and local officials who spoke
during the conference asserted that major·cuts in programs
that assist State and local governments would not have a
dampening effect on inflation because the spending burden
would not disappear but would shift to their shoulders. One
Eastern mayor provided an illustration:
"We have had to
pick up, with local funds, the costs of programs which are
vital to our city and which were formerly supported by the
Federal Government. These include a major street sweeping
and garbage collection project~ components of our rat
eradication program; and iron-enriched milk distribution
to children." Federal spending, particularly on urban
programs, was not the culprit of inflation, the mayor said,
echoing a view expressed by many of his colleagues at the
conference.
"It is very obvious that the cities have to pick
up programs that the Federal Government gets out of ••• and all
we are doing is shifting from the Federal to the local level,"
the mayor asserted.
A Midwestern mayor, however, said that those who soft-pedaled
the need for a balanced Federal budget misread the public mood
which will no longer tolerate "endles.s spending without consequences of revenue." He said: "At least, I take seriously the
thought that the basic thing that has to occur is a balanced
budget, and in fact, a small surplus, if we are serious about
relieving the pressures on the money market ••• " And he urged,
"we had better begin to think of where the cuts or the revenue
are going to come from. "
~ost

of the participants favored more than proportional cuts
~n d~fense and foreign aid expenditures •. A significant proport~on, al~hough a minority, .of state officials favored cutting
all budget ~terns proportionally. Few favored cutting domestic
programs more than proportionally.
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Several participants expressed a willingness to accept cuts in
Federal aid programs to State and local governments if the
strings on such programs were removed and multi-year funding
were authorized. one Governor complained that the plethora of
rules and regulations attached to many categorical programs
prevented the full productive use of the funds granted.
"If
these excessive rules and regulations are eliminated, we think
that with this flexibility we can do a better job with less
money and we would be willing to accept reduced grants ..... A
Midwestern mayor said that "if we had the alternative of block
grants and multi-year funding, we would accept cuts in some
areas at least ••• in the area of 10 to 15. percent." He said
that beyond that in some areas, such as the poverty programs,
a 10 percent cut would be acceptable "if we could administer
without separate staffs, 11 which often are required by the
Federal regulations.
The mayor of a large Eastern city, however, recommended that
the timing of Federal paym:mts to State and local governrrents be accelerated.
The city, he said, is forced into the short-term money market
in anticipation of the transmission of Federal aid, which
"unnecessarily drives up interest rates because of our competing
demand for temporary borrowed funds ... He proposed transmission
of Federal aid on a monthly installment basis.
A state and municipal finance expert participating in the
conference said that on the morning of the conference New York
City sold $600 million worth of 11-month revenue participation
notes that will cost the city's taxpayers $40 million in
interest that might have been saved through accelerated Federal
assistance.
A spokesman for the city managers at the conference urged that
in the application of any reductions in Federal aid allocations,
deferral rather than outright cancellation be considered
because under such an arrangement the recipient jurisdictions
could choose program components to be deferred but with the
ultimate value of the grant being protected for future use by
that jurisdiction. The spokesman also urged reasonable advance
notice of reductions or deferrals to assist in transition
preparations, and flexibility at the local level for determining
specific reductions within the overall figure.
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Most of the conference participants felt the 1976 Federal budget
should be in balance. Speaking on behalf of his fellow mayors
one mayor urged prior intergovernme~tal consultation on the '
Federal budget, saying, "we cannot join in the battle on
inflation or the achievement of any other noble national goal
unless we are part of the critical decision-making process •.•
We would like input before the fact. If budget cuts are to
come in the domestic area, again, we feel that we are far better
qualified to help you set those priorities ••• " A number of
Governors also urged prior consultation on the Federal budget.
2. Federal Revenues. Most of the labor participants, many State
and local officials and some other participants, recommended
that revenues be increased through tax reform. A Western
Governor declare~: "If you ·really want a balanced budget, it
has to come not Just from cuts which may be too deep in certain
so~ial f~elds, which may act adversely to the total economy of
th1s nat1on, but look also at the necessary reforms in taxation
and necessary increases, if they are necessary, in revenue to
get the right balance."
The position paper submitted by a labor union participant
recommended tax relief for low and middle income families
through substitution of an income tax credit for the
system of personal exemptions and adoption of a progressive
payroll tax structure to finance Social Security. A $200
tax credit per person, the paper declared, would provide
significant tax relief for most families with incomes under
$15,000 per year. The income ceiling upon which the
Social Security payroll tax is computed is the chief reform
recommended to cure the regressivity of that levy. The
paper also urged that a $5.6 billion public service jobs
program be financed through elimination of the oil depletion
allowance and repeal of accelerated depreciation allowances,
A spokesman for a public interest group urged that the Federal
Government examine tax expenditures as carefully as actual
expenditures. "Every time the Federal Government grants a
tax deduction or provides a tax shelter, this action must be
viewed as an expenditure decision," stated the position paper
submitted by the group. An Eastern mayor recorrunended consideration of selective tax increases such as an excess profits
tax ' re-imposition of excise taxes on luxury items and . increased
taxes on upper-income level individuals. A paper sur·,tltted by
a minority interest group representative also 1rged an excess
profits tax, a surtax on upper incomes and an increased personal
exemption or a tax credit for lower-income wa9e earners.
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In general, the assessment of Federal tax policies by conference participants varied widely depending on the type of
tax considered. More than a majority felt that personal
income taxes for people earning less than $20,000 were too
high. But less than a majority felt that income taxes for·
people earning $20,000 or more were too low, although about
half the local officials felt that way. A bare majority
thought corporate taxes were too low, particularly local
officials. About half the state officials thought they were
about right. More than a majority felt that Federal excise
taxes on gasoline also were too low, again particularly local
officials. Most state officials thought they were about
right.
3. Monetary Policy. The preponderant majority of the participants
thought current monetary policy was too restrictive~ A significant number of local government officials, however, thought it
was about right or too loose. But one large city mayor said
that "sole reliance on tight ntoney has, in fact, multiplied the
problems of our economy rather than resolved them." He urged
selective'expansion of credit--or credit allocation--to help
depressed segments of the economy like housing, construction
and small business. One state legislator said he feared monetary policies were "escalating costs dramatically and not only
on a temporary basis but on a permanent basis" since high
interest rates are being built into long-term mortgages. He
also urged establishing credit priorities.
Little support was expressed in the papers or in the conference
discussion for maintenance of tight monetary restraint, and
several preconference papers presented by labor officials
sharply criticized the Federal Government's monetary policy.
4. Incomes Policies. There was a wide range of views on incomes
policies, with no clear majority favoring any single approach.
More of the conference participants favored voluntary guidelines
for price, profit and wage increase than any other incomes
policy device, although almost as many preferred mandatory
price and wage controls. Somewhat fewer favored monitoring
and publication of economic ·impact of price and wage decisions
and government decisions that have significance. More state
officials favored monitoring than any other device.
An Eastern mayor's argument for "a meaningful incomes policy"
was representative of proponents of controls: "We must recognize that the American economy, with its national labor unions
and its multinational corporations, is not the economy of
introductory textbooks ••• Reguiating wages, prices, et.al., is
the one way to directly blunt the wage-price spiral as well as
to mitigate inflationary expectations."
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A Midwestern Governor's argument was representative of a somewhat different view: "Wage and price controls do not seem to
be anything more than a stop-gap measure for crisis situations.
They do nothing in the_way of providing long-run solutions to
the problems of inflation. They also have the negative effects
of creating distortions in the economy and preventing adjustments within the market context ••• on the other hand, some kind
of stand-by or special case power may be necessary where significant short-term distortions occur. Cases where they may apply
are where noncompetitive situations exist and prices can be
kept up or raised artificially ••• "
One labor representative favored monitoring "the entire spectrum
of management labor costs," including "the cost of interest
payments on loans; the profits of corporations; the cost of
raw materials and land depreciation write-offs, and all other
relevant cost variables. 11 But several labor participants were
very critical of the most recent wage-price controls program,
and left the clear impression they opposed any revival of
controls. One labor participant said: "The wage and price
control program, as ineffective as it was nationally, was
powerful in holding government employee wages down and undercutting their spending power. 11 Laborers working for the City
of Atlanta during controls, he said, received an annual wage
increase in that period of 3 percent, skilled tradesmen employed by the City of San Diego received an average general
wage increase of 2 percent per year. Social workers in
Minnesota received an average annual increase of 2 percent.
By failing to maintain the same strict control on prices as
on wages, said another labor participant, "the government
has been an accessory to this rip-off" of his organization's
members.
5. Structural Reforms. Several of the conference participants
expressed the need for structural reforms in the economy, with
a special focus on accelerated anti-trust activity by the
Federal Government. one Western mayor said: "We have had a
de facto repeal of the anti-trust laws." He said: "We know
that dramatic reduction in drug prices occurred when both the
government and private practitioners took after the drug
industry. Argicultural chemicals prices, as a result of
private actions ••• fell, in some cases, 50 percent. There was
a challenge. Herbicides, the same thing: 50 percent decrease
the minute there was an anti-trust challenge ••• You have to
affirm that you are going to reinstate the anti-trust laws in
this country and that you are going to enforce them."
We have more of a "controlled enterprise system" than a free
enterprise system, said a Western county supervisor. "We must
demand the anti-trust law to make excessive concentrations of
market power a violation per se," he said.
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A consumer representative at the conference said, in a statement, that $80 billion is lost annually through anti-trust
violations, according to Department of Justice estimates_ She
said the Council of State Governments figures that 20 percent
of the GNP--about $250 billion--comes to the marketplace overpriced or misrepresented.
Several State and local government officials and others proposed consideration of export controls on key materials in
short supply, particularly on food ~n~ fertilizers, ~n~ controls on direct foreign investment by u. S. based multinational
corporations, as steps toward controlling inflation. One
Midwestern Governor cautioned, however, against restricting
exports of agricultural products: "As farm production continues to increase about 6 percent per year and at a time
when the world .needs food, this is the time for us to allow
the free market to operate ••• "
Closely related to the desire to eliminate cumbersome Federal
requirements in domestic programs was the concern of many
participants that Federal regulations and guidelines often
interfere with the competitive market· and thus boost prices of
goods to artificially high levels. One speaker noted a prominent economist's recent reference to his list of major artificial barriers to price flexibility, including exemptions from
anti-trust laws, price maintenance, controls over transportation
routing and rates, and others. Two governors urged the elimination of Federal regulations which impede efficiency in this
way. one noted that the market had become "arthritic" and noncompetjtive. Anot.her conference participant cited temporary
increases in food costs caused by climatic conditions which
are translated into permanent increases in wages and public
assistance, thus feeding the wage-price spiral. A university
economist at the conference made the appeal that the policymakers keep such structural problems in mind in addressing
the current set of difficulties. "If we get out of this two
or three years from now, for God's sake, don't end up with a
set of subsidy programs like we had in agriculture and which
took us so long to get out from under. Don't build in permanent problems in trying to solve the short-run problems."
In another vein, there was considerable discussion of the rising
cost impact which Federal laws were having on the operation of
State and local governments. An organization representing urban
officials called for an impact statement measuring "the fiscal
consequence" to State and local. governments of projected Federal
legislation.
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Certain Federal labor regulations were seen by several State
and local government representatives as supporting artificially high labor costs. Examples which they cited included
prevailing wage determinations under the Davis-Bacon Act,
OSHA regulations and Fair Labor Standards requirements.
The labor participants did not respond specifically at the
meeting to these allegations.
One city manager said that environmental impact statements
required by the National Environmental Protection Act had in
some cases delayed the start and completion of local government projects, thereby increasing costs as well as introducing "substantial uncertainty into the planning process
of many local government programs. "
A number of State and local officials identified as a significant inflationary factor duplication and wastefulness, in
terms of manpower and paperwork demands, associated with the
complex procedures for qualifying for Federal categorical
assistance. The regulations and guidelines attached to such
aid, they asserted, boosted costs without increasing productivity. A variety of suggestions for dealing with this
were put forward including a Joint Funding Simplification
Act, a Federal study commission to identify and eliminate
conflicting and duplicative requirements and a Joint
Federal-State Task Force to identify specific changes in
.laws, rules, and regulations which could produce better
utilization of tax dollars.
6. Energy. The conference discussion made it clear that the impact
of rising energy costs both on state and local budgets and on
the personal budgets of their constituents was a matter of paramount concern for State and local officials at the conference
The comments and proposals focused on (a·) national energy policy,
or (b) specific means for softening the cost impact at the State
and local levels.
One New England Governor declared that a message must surface
from the conference that the nation is involved in "a firstclass crisis." He requested "a high priority sense of this
summit that says in the simplest possible terms that the price
of oil must be brought down." He called for "a massive public
education campaign" to promote energy conservation.
A Western mayor called for "a Manhattan-type project to make
ourselves independent of Arab oil." He also questioned whether
anticompetitive restrictions had limited development of geo.thermal steam as an energy source and whether "interlocking
control of competing fuels" was not detrimental to the country's
energy needs.
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A Southern Governor declared that there existed no comprehensive
national energy policy. He called for creation of "a superagency for energy" with authority over all other Federal
agencies with energy jurisdictions. He also urged export controls on drilling rigs and other energy-related tools and
called for elimination of wellhead price controls on natural gas.
Coneideration of some form of specific assistance to those most
affected by rising fuel costs, particularly in the Northeastern
section of the country, was advocated by a governor from New
England. An economist suggested study of the possibilit.y of
allowing food stamps to be utilized by low-income families for
the purchase of fuel.
B. Policies and Programs to Assist State and Local Governments
Among a wide range of proposals for specific help to State and
local governments to assist in alleviating burdens imposed by the
present economic situation, a number appeared to have particularly
broad support. They included (a) continuation of general revenue
sharing, (b) increased flexibility in the use of other Federal funds,
(c) an expanded public service employment program, and (d) support
for increased State and local government productivity. These and
other proposals are summarized here.
1. Continuation of General Revenue Sharing. Continuation of
general revenue sharing under the State and Local Government
Assistance Act of 1972 as a major policy to help State and
local governments emerged as one of the most commonly-held
priorities among the conference participants. A position paper
submitted by an organization representing county officials
urged that the first session of the 94th Congress approve a
five-year extension. The flexibility to use the money according
to locally determined priorities is the feature that virtually
every participant who spoke on the subject identified as the
reason for .its popularity.
Some criticism of the manner in which the revenue sharing funds
had been used was expressed by several participants, however.
Several local government participants suggested general revenue
sharing might be modified to focus on jurisdictions with the
greatest need and to tighten the priorities for expenditures.
One labor representative asserted that some of the funds were
used on "pet projects" and spoke of the importance of imposing
priorities. Another labor participant recommended changes.to
specifically prohibit the use of revenue sharing funds to
reduce local revenue raising efforts and urged an allocation
formula that would benefit "areas most in need" and jurisdic.tions with "progressive tax programs."
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There was an exchange of views on the question of by-passing
the states to provide funds directly to local governments or
putting greater emphasis in the formula to funds for local
governments. A Midwestern Governor declared that if the states
are by-passed and if allotments or grants, whether under general
revenue sharing or categorical programs, are made directly to
communities, "we thereby effectively destroy what can be a very
important coordinating arm of our Federal system of government
for the identification of priorities, for the coordination of
various programs on a regional or area-wide basis ••• " "The
Federal Government·is much less suited for that task,"he said,
'than state governments."
2. More Flexible and Stable Federal Assistance. The importance the
state and local part-icipants attached to flexibility in the use
of Federal funds was illustrated by the willingness expressed
at the conference by several governors and local officials to
absorb cuts in the level of Federal assistance if greater
flexibility were allowed across the board. They contended the
gain in efficiency would permit cuts without a reduction of
services. One state legislator asserted that block grants
rather than specific categorical limitations allow the most
effective use of taxpayer dollars. A Southern Governor concurred
that "many programs now being administered as categorical grants
could be more effectively managed as block grant programs."
Several state and local officials also argued that "off-again,
on-again" Federal financial assistance had an inflationary
impact on local costs, and that a more stable funding relationship covering several years and permitting deferral o_f expenditures without loss of funds could be beneficial. Multi-year
funding, they said, would permit State and local governments
to plan expenditures more carefully, thus reducing short-sighted
management of funds. The wastefulness caused by phase-out and
start-up o: projects because of erratic funding could be minimized.

3. Public Service Pltq?lrucnt. '!here a~red to be substc'!U'l.tial agreanent
anDI'¥J conference part cil?c'!U'l.ts m the need for s:me fo:an of r;:ublic ernploy:trent program at s::me stage in an economic sl.owiCMn, if it occurs. A
preconference paper jointly presented l:!f two oz:ganizat.i.ons of city
officials erdorsed the prq;x:>sal of Federal Reserve IDard Cha.irnan Arth.tr
Burns for a $4 billion, 800,000 jab program that would l:e separate :fran
programs designed to deal with traditional urenployment. Anotrer group,
representing professional city rranagers, erdorsed tre President's re:::ent
action to ircrease tre flow of funds to states ard localities for public
jabs but stressed that hirin; priorities shculd favor tmse in greatest need ..
A grcup representing ca.mty officials in a preconference paper erdarsed
energency r;:ublic service enpl.oyment _legislatioo, de:::larin; that Slch a program is "the best ecoranic wea.J:X)n camties have to defeat the two-edge
problem of rising urenployment ard 'doubl.e-digi t' inflation. It p.1ts pecple
to w:>rk and it returns rroney to tha r;:ublic coffers thrcugh increased revenuas. "
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The labor participants expressed the view that public service
jobs were a pawn
in a "shell game." Budget cuts in programs
to aid State and local governments would reduce employment and
the public service jobs program would restore them but, one
labor official contended, there would be no net benefit to
workers or the economy.
"I believe in public service employment,"
said another labor participant, "but the kind that is being
advocated by the Administration is simply to take away jobs on
the one hand, recycle them and get out the job on the other end."
A Southern Governor said he would prefer programs which assist
private industry to provide on-the-job training rather than a
public employment program.
"This removes the make-work feature
of marginal public employment," he said.
4.

ort' for Increased Product! vit in ·state ·and Loca·l Governments •
Slow1ng the rate o 1ncrease n state and local expend1tures-while maintaining adequate government service levels--depends
heavily upon productivity improvement, declared spokesmen for
professional city management in a preconference paper. Assistance
from the Federal Government at relatively small cost can have
major leverage at the local level in speeding up achievement of
productivity improvements that can result in significant savings
of local tax dollars, said the spokesmen.
They made three recommendatio~s:
(1) Federal grant programs
should focus more directly on the enhancement of management
capabilities of local government~ (2) Research and development
work on better approaches to the delivery of basic government
services should be accelerated~ and (3) The role of the
National Commission on Productivity and Work Quality, which
has assisted in the study of solid waste collection and police
productivity, "should be continued and given formal recognition."
The potential of productivity in slowing expenditure growth was
recognized by ~any conference participants. One public interest
group announced the formation of a task force on inflation to
promote the dissemination of ideas and innovations in productivity. A mayor urged the promotion of labor-management-business
cooperation to eliminate contracts that protect obsolete jobs
and to bring about a linkage of wages with productivity. A
university economist stressed the long-term nature of productivity improvement.
"One should not turn to productivity as
a last chance to solve inflation," he said.
"It is not that
kind of a tool, but it should be something we should be working
at."
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the Cost of Public Borrowin~.
Several conference
put forward proposals a~med at reducing the cost
of borrowing to State and local governments. A Western Governor
suggested a clearinghouse that would coordinate State and local
government debt issues in cooperation with the Federal Government
and perhaps even limit the bond sales and resulting pressures
on the money market. A bond market expert at the conference
endorsed this concept if the initiative was to come "from the
States upward, rather than from the Federal Government downward "
He ~aid.that s~veral states already do "an excellent job of
•
mon~tor~ng the~r sales" so as to keep issues from conflicting
and costing a great deal more money because of heavy volume at
one time and no volume at another time.
6. Operating Subsidies for Public Transit • . Several local government officials urged a Federal subsidy for mass transit to head
off fare increases which they said would feed inflation.
"Fare
increases in various parts of the country today," said one mayor
"would have a chain-lightning effect throughout our economy."
A 50 percent fare increase would have a big enough impact on
the consumer price index, the mayor noted, to trigger escalator
clauses tied to the CPI, in the Social Security law and in
Federal, military, civilian and postal worker agreements which
would produce an automatic $350 million annual increase in
Federal expenditures. Without immediate operating assistance,
said a paper jointly sul:rnitted by t'W:) grrups :representin:r city officials,
"we will be forced to raise fares substantially, reduce sharply
the level of services, both." Both of these actions, the groups
asserted, place unreasonable burdens on those who have no alternative to public transit, mainly marginal-income individuals
who have been hardest hit by inflation.
5.

Redu7i~g

part~c~pants

7. Economic Development of Urban Areas. The same two groups of
city officials also recommended expansion of Federal economic
development program to assist ''needy urban economies." "Local
economic development, as an instrument of national economic
policy," the organization said in a position paper, "cushions
communities during a period of economic transition~ develops
permanent, well-paying jobs~ increases productivity~ makes more
efficient use of already available urban facilities and resources
and combats inflation and recession."

B. Welfare Reform.

Officials representing the nation•s counties
urged at the conference that Congress and the Administration
focus again on welfare reform.
In their position paper, the
officials said that the welfare legislation enacted in 1972
only covers a third of those receiving public assistance.
Nearly 11 million people are still under "the widely disparate
.and inefficient AFDC program ~nd almost a million are receiving
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benefits under state and county general assistance programs,"
the officials said. They concluded: "Only under a na.tional
program can the inequities in the current system be eliminated
and an adequate level of subsistence be maintained for all."
9. State and Local Budget Restraint. Some conference participants
said that State and local government budget restraint could be
a sign~ficant component in fighting inflation. one state legislator from a state that anticipated a $533 million surplus said
pressure was building to spend it but that she opposed that
course as being inflationary. A Western Governor said that
state and local spending had less inflationary impact than
Federal spending because, except for capital construction,
most states are required by law to have balanced budgets.
Capital construction can be deferred, the Governor said, but
that would have a negative impact on the already depressed
construction sector. A large proportion of the conference
participants, responding to a questionnaire, felt it would be
very difficult to reduce state or local budgeted expenditures,
including'capital outlays. Welfare, anti-pollution facilities,
and capital expenditures for public works were the areas most
frequently identified by participants as those where they would
cut at the state level, if necessary. Anti-pollution facilities,
capital expenditures for public works and recreation and parks
were the areas at the local level most frequently identified., for
reduction.
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STATE AND I.OCAL GCJVERNMEN1' COOFERENCE ON INFI.ATICN

Sheraton Park Hotel
washington, D. c.

September 22, 1974
6:00 p.m.

Recepticn -- Assembly

7:30 p.m.

Dinner -- Cotillion Room

8:30 p.m.

Briefing by Council of Economic Advisers

8:45 p.m.

Briefing by Office of Managerrent and
Budget

Septeni?er 23, 1974

Conference -- Sheraton Hall

8:00 -

8:15 a.m.

Opening Remarks

8:15 -

9:00 a.m.

Governors

9:00 -

9:30 a.m.

State·Iegislators

9:30 -

10:30 a.m.

Mayors

10:30 -

10:45 a.m.

Break

10:45 -

11:15 a.m.

City Managers

11:15 -

12:00 m

Labor

Room

12:00 -

1:30 p.m.

Lunch -- Continental Room

1:30 -

2:15 p.m.

County Officials

2:15 -

2:45p.m.

Independents

2:45 -

3:45 p.m.

General Discussion

3:45 -

4:00 p.m.

Closing Remarks
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'nle following are sane issues to be addressed either
groups or during the general dis:ussian session.

A.

5.
6.
7.
8.

to labor?
to the poor?
to :individuals on fixed inoorres?
to local, State arrl Federal goverrment?
other

spending by Federal Goverrment?
spending cy State or local jurisiicticns?
excessive credit availability?
oosts arrl scarcity of critical rra.terials,
especially focxi and oil?
excessive profits?
excessive wage settlements?
international forces?
other

1?ossible solutions

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
D.

to business?

Causes of inflatirn

1.
2.
3.
4.

c.

the :individual

li:>w much of a problem is infla ticn

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
B.

cy

Federal rudget cuts? wrere? any increases?
State arrl/or local bldget cuts? wrere? any increases?
Deferral of planned capital experrlitures?
Deferral of public works projects?
Deferral of staff increases?
Changes in the rates or structure of Federal, State or
local taxes? Furtrer Federal, State or local tax
incentives or deterrents?
Encouragerrent of higher prcxiuctivi ty?
Changes in governrrental regulatirns (Federal, State, local)
to increase prcductivi ty?
Federal rrorlitoring and publication of the eoonomic inpact of
price and wage decisions and related governrrent decisions?
Price and wage controls, guidel:ines, or private incentives?
M::>re sophisticated rroney and debt management technjques?
Improvement of collective bargaining procedures?
M::>re sophisticated eooromic planning?
Changes in State and local gOV'errment structures arrl service
delivery systems?
Other

Identification of, and solutions for, t:articular haroships caused by
efforts to fight inflatirn.
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Before the Conference on Inflation
After a decade of gradually accelerating inflation we
have finally arrived at the point where inflation has become
the key factor in depressing the economy. Although inflationary
psychology, when tracked through the system, is pervasive, the
impact is quite divergent. Consumers, ·as we can see in our
own households, and in the statistics, are responding to inflation.
Consumers become terribly concerned about being able to make
ends meet during rapid inflation. There is a concern about the
ability to meet fixed costs -- rent, food, utilities and the
like. And, as a consequence, there is a tendency for people
to save more and to hold back on so-called discretionary items.
We are seeing this phenomenon at the moment and it is clearly
a depressant in our economy.
Obviously, we are also seeing similar events in home
buying.
Rapidly rising ~nterest rates over the last few years,
restricted availability of mortgage financing and extraordinarily
high costs of building have similarly deterred home purchases
and home building.
However, when we consider the business sector the response
to inflation anticipations/ is precisely the opposite. Investment decisions for new plant and equipment are being distorted
by anticipations of a rising price path. This has been a
very major element in the strong capital goods markets and I
think this strength is going to persist for the period immediately
ahead.
Secondly, expectations of r~s~ng prices obviously affect
inventory decisions. The implicit expected capital gains has
been a major factor in driving inventory accumulation in real
terms to fairly high levels and it is fairly apparent that we
have a large inventory overhang in some areas at the moment.
Another inflation related element in the economic situation
is the strain being imposed upon the financial system. We are
financing the growth in our current dollar GNP in part by
reducing corporate liquidity and in part by running up the
loan deposit ratios in the commercial banking system. Yet, even
with the strain if all the credit demands that are involved in
financing inventories, capital goods, housing and construction,
receivables and other goods were fully accommodated the large
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expansion in the money supply that would be required
would risk a very significant acceleration in inflation.
It is important to note, however, that we ara seeing
some evidence of a peaking in the inventory area. It is
showing up directly both in the statistics and also in evidence
that lead times on delivery of materials and other items in
short supply are beginning to shrink. Athough order backlogs
are still holding up pressure of inventory accumulation is
easing.
Despite the fact that inventories are quite high either
in relation to sales or to capacity, I think the retrenchment
in inventory investment that is about to occur will be limited
because a substantial part of inventories is supported by the
capital goods markets. So long as the capital goods markets
hold up, the amount of retrenchment that is feasible is quite
limited.
We have heard a great deal about some fairly pronounced
curtailment in the capital goods markets. But when we look
at the overall figures, even in the public utility sector,
new investment commitments are still running very much above
the level of expenditures so that until there are some sharp
curtailments the strength in capital goods is going to support
an awful lot of economic activity.
So, as it stands at the moment, I think that the capital
goods markets are going to hold up fairly well and so long as
the capital goods markets stay together, a dramatic decrease in
economic activity does not seem likely but the relatively sluggish
outlook does imply increasing unemployment rates. More important,
in my judgment, however, is the conclusion that a diffusion in
inflation psychology would remove a very major depressant on
the system.
I think that policy must focus on this particular objective.
However, psychology and expectations are not an irrational sort
of thing. They are based on people's perception of the real world.
A set of programs which hold a reasonable prospect that the
underlying inflation trend which has gripped the American economy
is urgently required and this is'what we must focus on.

Controlling the thrust of Federal expenditures is in my
the key component.of any anti-inflationary program.
Without strict fiscal discipline in the years ahead, no program
to suppress inflation can succeed.
v~ew,

There is a close relationship be~ween so-called unit money
supply and general price level in this country. Unit money
supply as used here is the ratio of the broadly defined money
supply including bank time deposits to real GNP. There is sound
theoretical and historical basis for expecting a close relationship and it can be observed in this country as far back as our
statistics will reliably carry us and much the same relationship
has been observed in the major industrial countries of the
rest of.the world.
This relationship suggests the policy target of any basic
and effective anti-inflationary policy. We must lower the rate
of growth of unit money supply if we are going to return to
a more viable noninflationary environment. There are obviously two
elements.here. Unit money supply growth can be lowered if we
(1) reduce the rate of increase of the money supply and/or
(2) accelerate the rate of increase of the capacity to produce.
The Federal budget policy affects both the numerator and
denominator of unit money supply.
While the money supply is technically capable of being
controlled within reasonable limits by the Federal Reserve,
pressures often push the Fed to accommodate much larger increases
than it would otherwise sanction partly because of some very
powerful pressures exerted upon monetary policy.
While it is difficult to separate the exceptionally complex
elements the major factor, in my judgment, has been the spillover
of credit requirements from the capital markets by private
businesses who have been unable to fully meet their credit
needs owing to the rising proportion of our basic savings flows
preempted by governments: Federal, state and local and also
the borrowings of the many federally sponsored agencies outside
of the budget.
This type of borrowing has some special characteristics
which have a quite different type of effect on capital markets
and interest rates than does the vast bulk of borrowing
by private industry and individuals. Such government sanctioned
borrowing is, in economic jargon, essentially interest inelastic,
meaning for example that the U. s. Treasury will borrow whatever
is required to cover its deficit wholly independently of the

- 4 prevailing rate of interest as will most state and local
governmental units and the off-budget federally sponsored credit
agencies.
What this means is that such borrowings tend to have first
claim on the flow of private savings and hence leave less
available for the normal borrowing requirements of the private
sector. Unwilling and unable to compete private borrowers have
been forced to the commercial banks for accommodation.
There is obviously a very long list of oth~r elements in
this process which I have not touched. But I believe that the
major source of the pressure on our money supply growth and
price level has been the .acceleration in federal and federally
sponsored borrowings. The critical element in any anti-inflationary
program must be a leveling off or even a reduction, in the
proportion of private savings flows preempted by governmental
agencies.
Par~ of any anti-inflationary program is to increase the
rate of growth in the productive capacity of our economy but
it is clear that the same process of credit preemption has
also been a key obstacle to the financing of capacity expansion.
Ideally, the Federal government instead of preempting savings
should be adding to them through surpluses in the unified
budget and reductions in the expansion of credit guarantee
programs. The increased availability of savings flows into
capacity increasing investment must be the second prong in an
anti-inflationary program.

In summary, therefore, discipline in the budget processes
must be initiated. Obviously the first order of business is
the fiscal 1975 expenditure levels.
In reviewing the fiscal
budget for areas of reductions, it is important to recognize
that items which affect only fiscal 1975 are far less significant
for long-term budget control than those which would also have
a major impact on fiscal 1976 and later.
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STATEMENT OF
ROY L. ASH, DIRECTOR
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
AT THE
CONFERENCE ON INFLATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.
SEPTEMBER 27, 1974

THE FEDERAL BUDGET AND THE ECONOMY
The current interest in the Federal budget as a major
anti-inflation weapon reflects the general recognition of
the budget's potential for helping promote economic
stabilization.

The budget is one of the key policy tools

for dealing with inflation and, for this reason, has been
•

discussed extensively at the pre-sununit meetings.

At those

meetings there was a strong consensus on the need for
stringent but realistic fiscal restraint in the immediate
future--that is, for a total outlay level that will keep
the Federal budget from generating excessive aggregate
demand and, thereby, adding to inflationary pressures.
Focusing on the economic stabilization role of the
budget is useful and necessary in the context of this
Conference.

Yet, it provides an incomplete perspective if

not accompanied by some attention to the Federal Government's
and the budget's role in allocating resources.
The Federal Government is the largest single determinant
of resource allocation in our economy.

The impact of the

2

budget alone in allocating resources can be dramatized by
viewing it in relation to other economic factors.

For

example:
The Federal Treasury collects about 20%--one
dollar out of every five--of our total national
income as taxes.
The Federal Government buys about 8% of our total
national output directly.
Federal grants provide over 20% of the total
receipts of States and localities.
Federal payments to individuals, through social
security and other programs, provide 12%--one
dollar out of every eight--of after-tax personal
income.
The Federal Government, including the military,
employs about 5 million people, more than 5-1/2%
of total employment in the United States.
As these comparisons suggest, at the aggregate levei
the budget allocates substantial resources between the
private and the public sectors of the economy.

By its very

nature the budget also establishes priorities, or allocates
resources, within the Federal sector.

These priorities,

which are, properly, the product of the Nation's political
processes, have changed drastically in recent years.

3

Real Federal outlays--that is, outlays adjusted for price
changes--paid to individuals and State and local governments
have increased from 30% of total outlays in 1968 to 54% this
year.

Over the same period, the defense share has dropped

from 44% to 29%.
The budget also influences priorities outside the
Federal sector.

The proportion allocated to grants affects

the distribution of resources between the Federal Government
and States and localities, and the composition of that
portion has a substantial effect on resource allocation
within States and local governments.

Moreover, Federal

payments to individuals are a major instrument of income
redistribution and affect--at least indirectly--the types
of goods and services purchased in the economy.

Each of

these resource allocation effects is different, and
occasionally may even conflict with others.
These are some of the predominantly direct resource
allocation effects of the budget.

The indirect effects on

resource allocation and economic growth are less obvious,
but they, too, are substantial.

For example, because of

the way budget surpluses and deficits affect financial
markets--by increasing or decreasing the availability of
funds and influencing interest rates--the Federal budget
influences the allocation of resources between consumption
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and investment within the private sector, as well as the
availability and cost of borrowed funds to State and local
governments.

Particularly in influencing the allocation of

resources between consumption and investment, the budget
affects the economy's potential to increase the supply of
goods and services and, thereby, dampen inflationary
pressures over the long haul.
Similarly, although at the program rather than the
aggregate level, there are complex ways in which Federal
activities covered by the budget affect the economy other
than in fiscal terms.

For example, those who advocate

education programs note correctly that over the long run
better education improves productivity.

Others note that

an improved transportation system will strengthen the
economy.

And we learned last winter that Federal support

for research and development is needed to help solve the
energy problem.
Because it is one of the key tools for promoting
economic stabilization and, more specifically, for combating
inflation, it is important that the budget be discussed at
this Conference on Inflation.

Moreover, it is essential

that actions be taken this year to restrain the growth in
Federal spending.
Reducing Federal spending by $5 billion in a
$1.4 trillion economy may appear to some to be a futile
gesture.

It is not.

Slower growth in Federal spending

•
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reduces the Government's demands upon the financial markets
and makes those funds available for use elsewhere in the

I

~

economy.

Equally important, reducing the momentum of

Federal spending now will help keep the budget and the
inflationary pressures it can generate from becoming runaway
problems in later years.
In searching for ways to restrain the growth in
spending, all programs are candidates.

In choosing the

programs that will bear the brunt of spending restraint,
a number of critical considerations must be kept clearly

•

in mind •
We must be mindful of those who are suffering
disproportionately from inflation.

We must make

a conscious effort to see that the burden of
restraint is distributed equitably in this light.
We must recognize--and take into account--the fact
that the effects of budget restraint differ in
different program areas and try to achieve equity
here, too.
We must understand the effects of the restraint
on the economy--and on employment in particular-and make certain that restraint does not
create more problems than it resolves.

6

These are, I believe, clear messages that have come
from the pre-summit meetings.

In all these meetings the

sentiment has been for budget restraint, not for drastic
slashes in most Federal programs.
The consensus of the pre-summit meetings for stringent
but realistic restraint on the growth in Federal spending
describes an essential action that must be taken to slow
the growth in prices.
easy.

Achieving restraint will not be

We need, and are working to obtain, Congressional

support.

We need, and are working through this forum and

in other ways, to obtain public support.

And we need to

remind ourselves continually that achieving budget restraint
will require that difficult choices be made.
The course described above is, I believe, the proper
way to proceed in our democratic society.

While it is

time-consuming and difficult, it offers the best hope
possible for a durable solution.
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I. MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS 1 2
In his address to Congress on August 12, 1974, President Ford
expr~ssed the hope that the Joint Economic Committee of Congr~
could present recommendations on economic policy within 6 weeks.
This report has been prepared in response to that request. It is of
necessity an interim report. As directed by S. Con. Res. 93, which
calls for "an emergency study of the economy ... with special reference
to inflation," the Committee will file a more complete report of its
findings and recommendations on or before Deoomber 31, 1974.
The economic situation is grave. Prices rose at an annual rate of
nearly 11 percent during the first half of this year. The rate of price
increase may diminish little, if at all, in the remainder of this year.
Real output fell at about a 4 percent annual rate during the first
half, and it now appears that output may continue to decline or, at

e
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Senator Fulbright states: "I am in agreement with the general emphasis of
this report and consider it most timely in view of the economic problems facing
the Nation. However, because of other demands on my time I have not been
able to participate fully in the hearings and discussions underlying this report.
In the circumstances, I do not believe it would be appropriate for me to take
a ~osition on all of the recommendations contained therein."
Representative Widnall states: "In recent years, I have spent a great deal of
time, as a member of both the House Banking and Currency and the Joint Economic Committees, investigating the problems caused by inflation. I have examined and explored many aspects of inflation in great detail."
"While I support many of the recommendations in this report, I believe that
neither those recommendations nor economic programs offered elsewhere are
capable of dealing with our present inflation in a comprehensive, efl'ectiv-e way.
Adjustments to our economy which will act to reduce inflation 3 or 5 or even 10
years from now are simply inadequate. The present inflation is exacting a terrible price from the American people, especially from those on low or fixed
incomes, such as the elderly, retired persons, the disabled, etc. Certain sectors of
our economy, such as housing, have been devastated. Inflation cannot be permitted to continue at anything like its present rate.
"I have most reluctantly concluded not only that an adequate program for
fighting inflation has not yet been offered to us, but that there are really no new
programs which we can expect to appear in the near future. Therefore, I think
that the President and the Congress should consider most carefully the reimposition of comprehensive price and wage controls in our economy, in order to
allow some of the other recommendations for fighting inflation which have been
made to be implemented and take efl'ect in the medium to longer term. I raise
the possiblllty of controls only after long and serious thought on this matter,
having borne in mind my own previous record or opposition to controls and
efl'orts to bring about their end, rather than introduction.
"I am well aware that price and wage controls both are difficult to administer
and lead to certain inequities. However, the present raging inflation is itself
causing extreme difficulty and severe hardships for a large number of Americans.
Income and wealth are being transferred within our economy in 'a most arbitrary
manner. People are being thrown out of work by inflation. If inflation continues
and credit remains tight, the number of unemployed persons will grow at a
most unacceptable rate.
.
"For these reasons, I believe that 'across the board' price and wa!'re c!)ntrols
may prove to be the only efl'ective weapon available to us against inflation in the
short tun. If such controls are to be reimposed, it should be clear that they will be
etfective when passed as of the time that the President proposed them to the
Congress, in order to avoid wh•a t will be the otherwise inevitable runup of both
prices and wages during the period of debate in the Congress. The President and
the Congress should reconsider controls In this context."
(1)
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best, remain essentially flat for the rest of the year. 3 The unemployment rate has risen from 4.6 percent last October to 5.4 percent in
August and can be expected to rise further. Credit scarcity, record
high interest rates and uncertainty regarding the economic outlook
have created a situation of great stress in financial markets.
Members of the Joint Economic Committee have participated in the
White House meeting of economists on September 5 and in other
meetings summoned by the President in the past few weeks. We plan
to participate in the further discussions with economists on September 23 and in the "summit" meeting on the economy on September 27
and 28. We believe that the recommendations in this report constitute
a sound action J?rogram for the economy and hope that they will form
part of the basiS for discussion at those meetings.' We recognize that
other participants in these meetings will be putting forward a variety
of other suggestions, and it is our intention to give these suggestions
full consideration.
The current series of meetings on the economy is providing a valuable opportunity for views to be considered and consensus to emerge.
It is vital that these meetings be followed by action. Quick action to
deal ~ith a deteriorating economy is essen~ial. The Co~gress. and the
American people are ready to cooperate with the President ni developing and implementing an action program. The program must be
a realistic one. It must not hold out false hope that there is any one
simple policy for dealing with inflation and stagnation or that a sick
economy can be restored overnight to a path of healthy, noninflationary growth.
A
Of fundamental importance to designing a program to deal withW
the present inflation and stagnation is an understandmg of the anatomy
of this particular inflation-both its past causes and the present forces
which, if unchecked, will cause it to continue.
The present high rates of inflation are not the result of excess demand. There aJ·e strong demands in individual industries, such as steel,
paper, and fertilizer. However, no major sector of domestic demand
has pushed against productive capacity over the past year. Consumer
spending has fallen 2 percent in real terms during the past 4 quarters,
residential construction 25 percent, Federal purchases 2.5 percent.
Business fixed investment is up, but less than 2.5 percent. State and
local purchases are up less than 4 percent.
If this is not primarily an excess demand inflation, neither is it a costpush inflation as that term is commonly understood. Throughout the
• A detailed assessment of the economic situation and outlook, prepared by
the Committee staff, will be found in the appendix to this report.
• Representatives Brown and Bl'a ckburn state: "At least two members of the
Committee believe that the recommendations in this report represent a rehash
of the same old belief in the omnipotence of government over the private sector
for the purposes of manipulating social/political policy by the use of deficit
spending. It is precisely this kind of Federal fiscal policy which has created our
inflati<m'a:ry problems. In the past 41 fiscal yeal'S the Federal budget (even the
misleading "unified budget" of recent years) has enjoyed a surplus only nine
times for a total of $35 billion, but has been in deficit 32 times for a total of
$864 billion. And in the process our Federal budget has grown to where it now
plays an overwhelming role in national spending and a dominant role in national
borrowing. This report offers little encouragement of any return to economic
'old time religion' by the Federal Government or by those who have dominated
its policies for so long."
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control peri~ wage i~creases lagged behind price increases. Even with
the more rapid wage mcreases smce the controls were lifted at the end
of April,. real average hourly earnings are more than 3 percent below
year earlier levels. Large wage increases certainly t hreaten to become
an inflationary factor in the moi}ths ahead as workers struggle to recover lost ground, but wage-push does not explain the price mcreases
already experienced.
. Poor crops, the quadrupling of international oil prices, the devalua~IOn of ~he dollar, high world prices for a variety of raw materials and
~ndus~rial products each form part of the explanation for current
mflation. However, even these e~traordinary factors do not explain
why wh?lesale industrial prices have risen at an annual rate of 35
percent ~n the past 3 months ; why iron and steel prices are up 44
percent m the past year, nonferrous metals 45 percent, industrial
c~emicals 62 percent; 'Yhy a~ a time of reduced demand and productw!l cutbacks, automobile prices are up by $700-800 and more within
a smgle year.
Whol~sale prices of crude petroleum in this country are up 79
percent rn the past year. The sharp increase in the cost of imported
oil explains P!!-rt ?f this rise. However, after-tax profits equal t9 21
percent ?f eqmty m the first quarter of this year-as compared to 12
percent m the late 1960's-surely indicate that price increases have far
~xceeded cost increases. Similarly, in the primary nonferrous metals
mdustry the return ~m equity was 17 percent in the first quarter, compared to 12 percent m the late 1960's, and in the chemical industry 18
A perc~nt as ~ompared to 14 percent. These comparisons are with the
W relatively high profit years of the late 1960's, not with the depressed
profit levels of t he early 1970's.5
Increasingly, a significant part of the current inflation can be underst<?od onl.Y in th~ conte~t of adminis~ered prices in concentrated industr~es which typiCally mcrease desp1te falling demand. Some part of
t~us phenomenon can be explained by adjustments to overcome distortw?s created b:y the control. program and some part by an upward
adJustment to. high world p~ICes. However, a ~~bstantial part appears
to be .unexplai~able excep~ m terms of the ability of concentrated industries to resist competitive forces and to achieve a target return on
investment in good times and bad.
In addition, there is an abundance of evidence that structural disto~io~s in the public as well as the private sector are a major contnbutmg factor to our current economic problems. Together they
~amper .the free flow: of goo?s and services, both domestically and
I~te~atwnallY.; restrict and m some cases totally eliminate competition; Impose high cos.ts on the consume~ a~d.the avera~ businessman;
and retard techn.o~ogiCal progress. While It IS not possible to precisely
mea~ure the additwnal costs Imposed on consumers by structural distortiOns, estimates ran~ as high as tens of billions of dollars annually.
Three deceptively SIID,Jlle proposals for dealing with the economy
• The Minority Members state: "We feel it necessary to point out, with regard
to the 1974 profit figures in this paragraph, that one quarter is a very short
period to use for comparison with other profit levels. Additionally, because of
the high rate of inflation in 1973-74, present profits must be discounted both for
inventory profits and the differences between capital consumption allowances
and the replacement cost of the capital goods consumed in production. The
profit comparisons in the paragraph are somewhat misleading in the absence
of such adjustments."
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have at times emerged in recent public discussions. One is to halt infla-e
tion through the use of severely restrictive fiscal and monetary policies; the second is to impose mandatory price and wage controls over
the entire economy; the third is to let inflation rage but to "index" all
forms of income and wealth to the inflation rate. 6 We believe the Administration should and will emphatically reject each of these. simplistic approaches. The first-severe fiscal and monetary restram.twould impose intolerable social costs and run serious risk of creatmg
a real depression/ Unemployment rates in excess of. 8 percent. over a
period of 2 or more years would probably be reqmred to brmg ~he
inflation rate to 4 percent by this means.8 The seco:nd~omprehen~Ive
price and wage controls-would not be workable at the present tr~ne
because of the distortions already present in both the wage and p~Ice
structure, the diEt!_>arities between U.S. and world prices, a;nd the rmpracticality of controls in the Agricultural sector.9 The third suggestion-indexing of all incom~is similarly not a work~ble proposal.
A democratic society with a free market economy cont~ms no mecha·
nism for imposing quick adjustments <;>n all. ~orms of m~mes. Inflation would continue to create cruel meqmbes and senous market
distortions.
. .
While none of the three approaches listed a:bove is workable m Its
extreme form, each contains elements which should form part of a
• Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "The authors of this report
seem to have missed a fourth 'deceptively simple' proposal which is the one our
constituents most often suggest to u,s : Control Federal spending, balance the
budget and stop the deficits which cause government borrowing-which in turn.A
send up interest rates and cause funds to fiee the thrift institutions (housin~LW
the banks (where con,sumer loans and private investments are financed) and the
stock market (where major business expansions which create jobs are financed).
We would agree that such a, 'deceptively simple' proposal may not totally resolve
the complex problems we face today, but it should not be ignored either."
• Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "The Nation faces the risk of a
real depression if inflation is not brought under control. The Federal Government,
according to Secretary of the Treasury William Simon, i.s borrowing, directly
and through debt which it guarantees, 62 percent of all the funds being borrowed
today. In spite of the 'guaranteed' nature of Federal debt (because the ~ederal
Government owns the printing presses which print the dollars by wh1ch the
interest can be paid otr), the interest Uncle Sam is paying today has exceeded 9
percent on short-term obligations. The disintermediation thl,s has caused is massive and so are the social costs-because the economic costs are so high. Under
the unified budget the increase in Federal debt indicated in fiscal year 1974 was
only $3.5 billion ~hich does not seem much on an almost $300 billion annual
budget But Fed~ral Reserve Board Chairman Arthur Burns has testified that
the actual Federal debt increase was closer to $21 billion. when the FE'deral
borrowings necessary to finance Government guarantees are added in. These
include federally guaranteed home mortgages, educational loans, etc. To eliminate I!UCh deficit-causing programs would indeed have its social costs to the
people who benefit from them. But the existence of such pro~rams cannot be
overlooked as the cause of inflation which generally has had tremendous
social costs to the low-income people (who some of these try to assist) and the
middle-income citizens who pay for practically all Federal programs but are
dil"E'Ctly benefited by few of them."
• Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "No one finds any pleasure in an
increase · in unemployment as a result of the need to control inftatlon by thE'
mechanism of maintaining a stable money ,supply. But considerable political
pride has been taken over the years in the 'cheap money' expansion of the monetary supply which has laid the base for inflation by pushing debt off on future
generations."
• Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "This statement should be
rE'called later in the report when credit controls are recommended."
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comprehensive action program.10 Reducing inflation and restorin~ economic growth will require responsible fiscal and monetary polime~; it
will require a firm-but largely voluntary-price and incomes poh?Y;
it will require equity adjustment to assist those hurt most by inflatiOn
and high unemployment. Furthermore, combating inflation will require intense new efforts to develop sector-by-sector policies for each
problem area of the economy. Both private and government pr~ctices
which restrict competition, raise cost& and prices, or create harners to
employment must be reformed.
The needed policies can be summed up under four headings: fiscal
and moootary policy; price and incomes policy; help for those hurt
most by inflation; and the restoration of an efficient market economy.
Our recommendations for steps which should be taken quickly in each
of these four policy areas are summarized below. The body of this report explains these recommendations in greater detail ahd also identifies a number of areas of longer run concern in which furthe~ study
and policy formuli\tion should go forward on an urgent bas1s.
.
Our recommendations on fiscal and monetary policy, on 1m.rket
efficiency, and on help for those hurt worst by inflation fall within the
consensus demonstrated at the White House mooting of economists on
Septembe.r 5. The ell\ergence of this consensus is most encouraging,
and we are happy to give it our support. In the fourth broad po!icy
area-price and incomes policy-the consensus is less clear. We beheve
our recommendations in this difficult area are imaginative and constructive. We urge that not only Congress and the Administration,
A but also business, labor, and consumer leaders give them full and
W thoughtful consideration.

Fiscal and Monetary Policy
The Nation is looking to its government for a demonstration that
Congress and the Administration can cooperate in exercising control
over Federal spending both this yel!-r and in the future. Exercise of
such control will do much to restore public confidence and will permit
monetary policy to follow a more moderate course. 11 At the same time,
care must be exercised that Federal spending is not slashed so drastically as to interrupt the efficient delivery of vital public services or to
plunge the economy deep into recession. 12 Federal tax receipts fluctuate
sharply in response to changes both in employment and in the inflation
rate. A firm rein on spending is essential, but a commitment to tie
,, Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "A balanced Federal budget,
has not ~n tried as a consistent policy (or as a matter of Keynesian policy
which requires it under certain corcumstances) for the last generation, even
though many StatE's require it by law and no business or private citizen could
survive without it."
uRepresentatives Brown and Blackburn state: "This appears to be as close as
the Committee can bring itself to endorsing fiscal responsibility."
12
Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "One generation's 'vital public
Rervice' is the previous generation's frill and the next generation's debt-paid
for by inflation. For instance, the Nation's first $300 billion expenditure budget
will hit this fiscal year. It is hard to assess all that spending as being for nondeferrable 'vital public services' when one considers that the Federal Government
was managing to meet a lot of 'vital public services' by spending only $200 billion for the first time just 4 years before in fiscal year 1970 and spent only $100
hillion for the first time in fiscal year 1962 on things that were then considered
'vital public services.'"
39-1197-74-2
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future spending to this uncertain level of receipts, regardless of ~hee
state of the economy, would unwisely limit the Government's abihty
t.o respond t o changing economic conditions.
Federal outlays in the current fiscal year should be held
to $300 billion. Both defense and civilian outlays should be
scrutinized to determine the areas where cuts can best be
made. Total outlays should be cut sufficiently to permit
initial outlays for a new public service employment program to be included within a $300 billion total.13
Strenuous efforts should be undertaken to restrain the
year-to-year increase in Federal spending from fiscal
1975 to fiscal1976.
Given the expectation that Federal outlays this fiscal
year will be held to $300 billion, t!tere should now. be a
moderate shift toward less restnctive monetary policy.
To assure that sectors such as housing, agriculture,
public utilities, small business, and State and local governments can borrow badly needed funds and that funds
flowing to corporate business go into produ.ctive ra!h~r
than speculative uses, a system for channeling credit IS
required.14 1 ~
Price and Incomes Policy
During the past year declining output, devaluation, an?- increased
payments t o f oreign oil producers have left . the Um~d ~tates A
with a smaller total volume of real goods and servwes to be distributed W
among its citizens. The great m~j?rity of our ci~ize_!lS perceive, quite
correctly, t hat their standard of hvmg has been shppmg. The resultant
struggle over .t he distribution of income is in!ense and thre~~:tens to
become more so. If unchecked, this struggle will be charac~r1zed by
increasingly large wage demands and work stoppages and will result
in a wage-price spiral which will vaStly intensify and prolong the
13
Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "This recommendation seems
inconsistent with stated objective of maintaining 'the Government's ability to
respond to changing economic conditions.' The Joint Economic Committee could
serve t he cur rent circumstances better by establ~shing the many areas where
cuts in spending can be made and establishing priority for those cuts, rathE>r
than figuring out what new programs t here should be and how they should be
financed.''
"Senator Percy states: "Although most Members of Congre.ss would agree that
certain sectors of our economy, such as housing, are having severe credit difficulties I do not believe that there is general support for, and I do not support,
establi~hment of any mandatory system for allocating credit to be administered
by the Federal Government. I do not think, given the great complexity of our
economy that effective and equitable administration of such a system would
be possible. Additionally, I do not believe that a voluntary credit allocation
scheme could make any meaningful contribution in the present difficult credit
situation. I am afraid that our only practical recourse is to the slow process
of responsible Federal fiscal policy, which will enable that moderate easing of
monetary policy sufficient to generate a greater fiow of credit to hard-hit areas
in our economy.''
'" Representatives Brown and Blackburn state : "The Committee, having sworn
off wage and price controls, embraces credit controls. Without the specifics of
how this can be accomplished and the rationale for why it will work when wage
and price controls didn't and won't, the recommendation seems :flimsy.''
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inflation but will not increase the real volume of goods and services
to be divided among our cit izens.
In order to head off this wage-price spiral, business, labor, consumers and government must join together in a social contract under
which business and labor agree to exercise restraint in price and wage
demands, government undertakes to enact tax changes to achieve
more equitable distribut ion of the costs of fight ing inflation, and both
government and consumers actively bring pressure t o bear against
unjustified J?rice and profit increases. 16 The present series of White
H ouse meetmgs on the economy provides an opportunity for the elements of this social contracl to be worked out by the interested parties.
T he newly established Council on Wage and Price Stability can provide the mechanism for monitoring .the social contract and resolving
difficulties as they arise.
If workers are to be expected to continue t o show needed
restraint in their wage demands, they must be offered a n
alternative means of restoring part of recent losses in real
purchasing power. To accomplish this, Congress and t he
Administration should work together to develop and enact tax changes which provide immedia t e relief to low
and middle income persons without reducing the overall
revenue potential of the tax system. Reductions in t he
social security tax or in the lower brackets of the income
tax coupled with the elimination of unjustified tax subsidies, an increase in t he minimum t ax on those in the
highest income brackets, and t he introduction of new
taxes designed to encourage the conserva tion of ener gy
would meet this objective.11 18
10
Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "An absolutely essential part
of this contract should be spending restraints by government, par ticularly with
a view to reducing deficits."
.
17
Senator Proxmire states : "I strongly di,sagree with the practicality of this
nebulous 'social contract.' The only record from a labor spokesman which the
Committee has had on this i·s sue is the testimony of Leonard Woodcock, head of
the United Auto Workers-one of the most public spirited and socially oriented
unions in the country. Mr. Woodcock fiatly opposed such a tax proposal as a
basis on which labor should moderate its wage demands. Furthermore, the tax
changes proposed here would probably be going in the wrong fiscal directionaggravating the Federal deficit-because of the practical unlikelihood of any
revenue raising tax reform in the near future. Also, attempts to counterba lance
tax revenue losses by increasing taxes on higher bracket incomes or corporations
would be likely to reduce the investment which is essent ial for fighting infiation
by increasing supply. I emphatically favor tax reform but this 'social cont ract'
seems likely to push the Federal Government into a much bigger deficit.''
18
Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "'Unjustified tax subsidies'
should probably be eliminated and tax credits to encourage energy con,ser vation
should probably be passed, in any event. To try to relate them to tax reductions
for low- and middle-Income taxpayers is specious. No significant tax reductions
for low- and middle-income taxpayers can be a ccomplished without reductions
of Federal spending- unless we are to have infiationary deficits. And no tax
breaks can be given in the private sector for energy conservation or business
expansion to reduce shortages without either increasing taxes elsewhere or
cutting Federal spending. The failure to resolve that questiop at all is what has
led to deficit a nd infiation. It should be resolved in favor or the taxpayer having
more control over spending his own resources and against the Federal Government taking taxpayer dollars either in taxes or in:fl.ation."
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To fulfill its role in monitoring the social contract the
Council on Wage and Price Stability should:
(1) Consult fully and regularly with business, labor,
and consumer groups.
(2) Recommend appropriate non-inflationary behavior for prices, wages and executive compensation
on a specific industry-by-industry basis.
(3) Conduct a systematic and continuing review of
all practices or procurement policies of the Federal
Government which may contribute to inflation.
( 4) Recommend actions to eliminate inftationary
bottlenecks by increasing supplies of scarce materials
or of skilled labor, to increase productivity, and to
strengthen competition.
(5) Hold public hearings on particular private or
government actions the inflationary consequences of
which would damage the national effort to restore
price stability.
(6) Request from both public and private parties
all cost, price and profit data or other information
necessary to the execution of its responsibilities.1 9
(7) Send formal public notice to both Congress and
the President whenever the national effort to restore
price stability is seriously threatened by either ~ri
vate or public failure to comply with the Council's
guidance or to supply essential information.
In order that the Council on Wage and Price Stability
be equipped to carry out these vital tasks:
(1) The Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission and the Assistant Attorney General in charge of
the Antitrust Division should be made members of
the Council.
(2) The appropriation for the Council should be
increased substantially.20
Consumer groups should adopt a watchdog function on
the wage-price front. Their influence should be brought to
bear selectively against price increases based on st!arcity
or market power and those imposed by cartels. The Council on Wage and Price Stability should solicit the help of
responsible consumer groups.
We believe that, with the cooperation of busi~ess, labor a~d ~onsum
ers, the above recommendations form the bas1s for a pnce-mcomes
u Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "The Government surely requires data when it muRt make the decision; but one wonders about the invasion
of privacy which the Government appears to oppose--when others do it."
• Repr~entative Moorhead and Senator Javits state: "The collection and
analYsis of accurate and verifiable information on wages, prices, sales, costs,
profits and productivity is E'Ssential to the effectiveness of any voluntary price
and incomes policy. The Council on Wage and Price Stability should be given
the power of subpoena to assist the Council in carrying out its vital task."

policy which will make the needed contribution to reducing inflation
and improving distributional equity. If cooperation is not forthcoming
and if these policies fail to have their hoped-for effect, then consideration must be given to strengthening the powers of the Council on
Wage and Price Stability through provision of subpoena power and
the power to delay price increases and even to roll back prices in
situations in which clearly unjustified price increases in concentrated
industries threaten to undermine the overall effort to restore price
stability.
Helping Those Hurt Most by Inflation
The tax relief proposed as part of the price-incomes policy described
above would benefit many lower income persons hurt by inflation. However, not all those most in need of hel:{> are on the tax rolls.
Two groups especially hard hit either by inflation or by the policies
which have been adopted to fight inflation are the poor and the
unemployed.
A new program of public service employment adequate
to create about 150,000 additional jobs should be activated
when unemployment reaches 5.5 percent. Should unemployment rise to 6 percent the program should be expanded to a total of 500,000 to 650,000 jobs.n
The unemployment insurance system should be
strengthened by raising the maximum weekly benefit to
two-thirds the average wage in eaeh State, with each individual recipient receiving at least 50 percent of his
weekly wage, up to the maximum. The duration of benefits
should be extended an additional 13 weeks nationwide as
soon as the seasonally adjusted insured unemploymeat
rate reaches 3.5 percent (roughly the equivalent of an
overall unemployment rate of 5.5 percent).
The coverage and payment scales of the food stamp
program should be adjusted every 3 months for food
price changes. The Supplemental Security Income program should raise its income standards to a level which
would eliminate poverty among the elderly. Enactment
of a just and dignified comprehensive Federal income
maintenance system to replace the present hodgepodge
of cash and in-kind programs should receive priority attention by CongreS8 and the Administration in 1975.22 2 s 24
11
Representative Reuss notes : "Unemployment is already at 5.4 percent. The
sooner a program of public service jobs is activated, the greater our chances of
containing any further rise in unemployment. A program to provide 500,000 public
service
jobs is needed at once."
22
Senator Proxmire states: "The cost of these three programs: Public service
jobs, unemployment compensation increases and supplemental security income
increases could be so great that they should be approached cautiously. The public
service employment trigger should i>e kept at 6 percent. Other Federal spending
must be reduced to ofl'set the cost of these programs or the country will be
plagued
again with the nightmare skyrocketing deficits of recent years.
13
Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "The Committee seems to
devote most of its attention to added Federal programs, rather than to how to
elimina·t e Federal spending to reduce inflation and its inevitable follower,
depression. The problem is how to make real employment more productive, not
how to make unproductive employment appear to be real. Current unemployment
(Continued)
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Restoring Market Efficiency

to an efficient market economy.26 In making its legislative
r~commend~ti?n t_he Commission should carefully conSider the ehmmatiOn, retention, or modification of:
Federal subsidies.
Production quotas and marketing orders.
Price supports.
Excess stockpiles.
Prevailing wage determinations.
Excessive or inept regulation of transportation and
communication.
. Import quotas and voluntary agreements to curtail
Imports.
Retail price maintenance,
and _other similar governmental impediments to economic
effic1ency.27
Th~ Commissio~ s_hould also consider the strengthening
of pnvate competition through actions such as:
Divestiture and reorganization.
Improved antitrust laws and administration
including the transfer of enforcement responsibility
to an independent agency.
Removal of artificial barriers to employment.
The Commission should in addition consider the provision of adjustment assistance for groups of workers
severely affected by the transition to a more competitive
economy.

Administrative and legislative action to break up private market
power and to eliminate the Government regulations and practices
which restrict competition and interfere with the efficient functioning
of the economy are the key to a successful long-run effort to restore
healthy noninflationary growth. The list of restrictive practices which
need to be eliminated is familiar to every economist and policymaker. A
few remain in effect through inertia, but the ma.jority remain because
they are of benefit to powerful and vocal groups in our society. In
each case, the benefits need to be reassessed in comparison to the costs
to society as a whole. Where the costs exceed the benefits restrictive
practices and inefficient re~lations must be eliminated. If Congress
and the Administration fa1l to exhibit the political courage to take
needed actions in this area, the people will surely have a right to
25
question the seriousness of their government in fighting inflation.
A number of structural problems are discussed in Chapter V
of this report and specific recommendations are made with respect to
the energy and agricultural sectors and with respect to increasing productivity in the economy as a whole. The Committee plans to continue
its investigations of structural problems and make further recommendations in December. However, the detailed examination of many different rules and regulations which is required goes beyond what this
Committee alone can hope to accomplish.
A Commission should be appointed jointly by Congress
and the President to recommend comprehensive legislation to eliminate both governmental and private barriers

e
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is spotty and there is a need for public service employment in some areas right
now. In recent weeks, in spite of increases in unemployment, the duration of
unemployment does not seem to be increasing-although that bears watching.
Simple national triggering devices really are not adequate to the complex issue of
unemployment, welfare and social security supplements. While prompt and effective employment programs are extremely important, the best part of this recommendation is that which asks enactment of a better program that is just and
dignified. Any such program would surely not let welfare rolls expand in boom
times and fall to meet individual and· public needs in poor economic times."
'"'Representatives Conable and Widnall state: "We would like to emphasize the
need, referred to in this recomm.endation, to replace the food stamp and other
in-kind programs presently in effect with a unified welfare program as promptly
as possible. The in-kind programs require multiple layers of complex administration to implement numerous qualifications and phaseouts. We have supported such
replacement in the past in the Congress. We have not seen any evidence since then
that in-kind programs can work in a desirable way over the long term. The
present uncertainty and instability in our economy only heighten the distortions
which maintenance and expansion of these programs cause. We need comprehensive welfare reform to have a program more simplified, intelligible and equitable."
.. Representatives Brown and Blackburn state: "Powerful political and economic interests are involved in business, labor and government, as where monopoly control is essential to continued political and economic power. The recommendations below should include them as noted."

•• Representatives Conable, Widnall and Senator Javits state: "We are paropportunities to make st ructural changes to
the free market economy by altering or eliminatmg some of the large number of Federal laws and regulations in specific areas
of our economy. The Minority Members of this Committee have referred to some
of the. opportunities in this a~ea, especially in the field of transportation, in the
Minorrty Views to the Committee Annual Report during the last several years
At one of the Economic 1Summ1ts within the past several weeks Dr Hendrik
Hou~hakker of Harvard University, formerly a member of the C~uncll of Economic Advisers! referred to forty-five areas in which the Federal Government
presently exercises some degree of control and, in his opinion, affects adversely
the operation of the free market in allocating resources. As Dr. Houthakker suggested then, intlation and other of our present economic problems are long-term
problems which require a long-run attempt at solution. In our opinion although
many of the distorting Federal policies and regulations have powerful 'defenders
no.w is an especially appropriate time to undertake a comprehensive review ir{
thiS area."
""Representatives Brown and Blackburn state : "Tax benefit,s and restrictions
should be mentioned here. Among the burdens to economic efficiency should cer~ainly be added the amount of paperwork and the excessive controls under existmg law as well as new laws to protect the environment, safety and health of
employees, consumers, etc. The purpo,ses are worthy, but they certainy add to
the ~nproductive costs of business-particularly small or new businesses which
can Ill afford to carry such burdens."
~cularly interested in the .many
1mp~ove the efficient operation of
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The Commission should report within six months of its
establishment. In appointing the Commission the President and the congressional leadership should make an
advance commitment to introduce the Commission's recommendations in Congress immediately in the form of
omnibus legislation and to give it prompt consideration.
The General Accounting Office should be directed to
conduct investigations of violations of the antitrust laws
and other anticompetitive practices in the Government or
the private sectors, and to report its findings to the Antitrust Division of the Justice Department, the Federal
Trade Commission, and Congress. Such investigations
should supplement and not replace the activities of the
Antitrust Division and the Federal Trade Commission! 8

A
W

Oil Prices
The Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act should be
maintained throughout the present inflation emergency.
Price ceilings on domestic crude oil should not be raised
for the present.
The U.S. Government, without fanfare, should
strengthen its efforts to bring world oil prices down.
The Government should launch a renewed campaign
to conserve energy. Other consuming countries should be
kept informed of our conservation efforts and urged to
intensify their own.
Agriculture
Strong world demand £or foodstuffs and a g:e~tly reduced_ level ?£
reserves mean that, in the absence o£ new policies, £!1-rm pnces will
continue to fluctuate sharply around a rising trend.. Bumper crops next
year are necessary i£ the U~ited St~~es is to meet domestic dem_ands,
replenish ~ocks, and fulfill Its traditiOnal role as a world supplier.
Increased efforts must be made t o reduce t he constraints
on farm output currently imposed by shor t ages of fuel,
fertilizer, and far m machinery and equipment. Investigation of such bottlenecks and ameliorative action-including allocation programs where necessary-should be
undertaken on an urgent basis by the Council on Wage
and P r ice Stability.
Congress should pass legislation establishing a system for managing expor ts of critical food and f eed
28
Representatives Conable and Widnall state: "We are opposed to involving
the General Accounting Office in the Federal antitrust process for several reasons. First, we think that the General Accounting Office, which has performed
an excellent job for the Congress for a number of years, is in danger of being
requested to take on too many responsibilitie.s, which could impair the Office's
ability to do a first-rate job on all of its tasks. Second, we are opposed to fragmenting the Federal antrust e1fort. We are in favor of greater support in the
antitrust area, however, and believe that greater resources should be made
available to both the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice and the
Federal Trade Commission. Such added support would be far preferable to involving another Federal agency, in this case the General Accounting Offi~;.e, in
antitrust enforcement ."
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when projected market supplies are inadequate to meet
domestic needs without drastically increasing prices. The
Secretary of Agriculture should be authorized to (a) set
up an export licensing system for agricultural commodities determined to be in critically short supply; and (b)
require prior approval of such exports when necessary. If
allocation of scarce exports is necessary, the highest priority sltould be given to countries needing food aid and the
next priority to regular export customers.
The Committee strongly supports reorganization of the
Commodity Exchange Authority and increases in its personnel strength and in its authority. The Committee
recommends that the regulation of the commodity exchanges can be accomplished most effectively by an agency
completely independent of the Agriculture Department
and headed by a f ull-time Commodity Exchange Commission similar to the Securities a nd Exchange Commission.
Agricultural research and development, especially research efforts directed at improved crop yields and production efficiency, should be strengthened.
International Cooperation

f

Inflation and stagnation are not faced by the Unitrd States alone.

A In 1972 and early 1973 unusually rapid growth in a number of major
W countries developed into a worldwide boom that contributed to the current inflation. Similarly, recessions in several major countries could
touch off a cumulative worldwide downturn.
The United States and other industrialized countries
should cooperate to avoid excessively restrictive policies
that could produce a ser ious worldwide recession.
International negotiations are also needed regarding specific products, especially food and fuels.
The United States should initiate negotiations to reach
multilateral understa ndings regarding the availability of
basic commodities and raw materials. We should seek
assured availability of essential mater ials imports. In exchange the United States should offer potential recipients
of food aid and our regular export customers assured
access-given prior satisfaction of minimum domestic
needs-to supplies of U.S. agricultural products and raw
materials.
'~;he restoration of healthy noninflationary growth will not come
eas~ly or quickly. At best, the Nation faces several more years in
~vlnch both the unemployment rate and the inflation rate will signi£lcantJy Px: ce.d. hwels previously :regarded as acceptable. However, it is
urgent. to initiate an action program so that thmgs can begin to get
batter mstead of continually growing worse. w~ believe the measures outlined above and described more fully in subsequent chapters
would constitute a good beginning.
39-1197-74-8
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II. FISCAL AND MONETARY POLICY
Most analysts agree that neither fiscal nor monetary policy can be
singled out as the primary cause of our present high rate of mflation.
Many factors, including extraordinary events in the food and energy
sectors, the delayed domestic price impact of substantial devaluations
of the dollar since 1971, simultaneous strong economic expansion by
.the world's leading industrial nations7 and wage and price pressures
-released following a period of wage-pnce controls, have contributed to
:the rapid rise in prices in 1973-74.
Nonetheless, the fiscal and monetary policies of the Federal Government have rightly occupied a central place in the debate over inflation. It is clear, in retrospect, that these policies have at times been
too expansive and have contributed to the unstable price and wage
climate. Steady and responsible monetary and fiscal policies must form
the foundation for n, program to combat the present combination of
inflation and stagnation.
.

The Federal Budget
Today the President and ~he Congress are faced with diffic~lt questions regarding the appropriate ~u:se for Federal.budget .Pohcy ~ur- '
ing fiscal years 1975 and 1976. Deciding on appropriate pohcy reqmres
more than determining some magic number for overall governmental
spending. Careful consideration must be ¢ven to analyzing the
components of ~overnmental. spending with ~egar~ . to the ~
pact of various miXes of spendmg on both economic actiVIty and pnce
and unemployment levels. It is also imperative to eliminate waste in
all areas of governmental spending. In the present atmosphere of
rapidly increasing prices, the Federal Government must do more than
pay lip service to the need to reduce nonproductive and inflationary
spending in its various programs.
The latest ?fficial outlay estimate for fiscal 1975 is. $30?.4 billi.on.
Since that estimate was made, Congress has passed le~nslatwn cutt~g
$420 million from regular appropriation bills. The Defense appropriation currently in conference will probably reduce outlays another $2
billion or more. Mandatory spending authorizations approved by Congress will increase o~tla;y:s about $1.9 billion, but co~e~ional i!laction on requested ~egislation would save nef!-rlY $409 l!nlhon. Leg~sla
tion yet to be considered by Congress could, If all of It IS enacted, add a
further $1 billion to outlays.
On balance these congressional actions will probably not ch~np:e 1?75
outlays very much. Various other influences on outlay~ mcl~dmg
higher than expected costs of unemployment COJI!pensat~on, higher
than expected interest costs, the release of preVIously Impounded
funds and the upward pr€SSUre on all prices the Federal Government
must pay as a result of inflation, threaten to increase the official esti(14}

mate. Savings may be achieved in some pr?grams, b~t nonetheless
it will be difficult to hold outlays to $305.4 billion. To achi~ve a. further
reduction will be even harder but such a further reductwn IS a key
ingredient of an effective anti-inflation program.
Federal outlays in fiscal 1975 should be held to $300
billion as the President has recommended. Both defense
and ci~ilian outlays should be scrutinized to determine
the areas where cuts can best be made. Total outlays
should be cut sufficiently to permit initial outlays for a
new public service employment program to be included
within a $300 billion total.1
While it might be possible for the President to bring. about .the
necessary reductions m Federal outlays through Executive actiOn,
it is far preferable that the necessary budget chang'}S .·~ 'Yorked c;mt
in cooperation with the Congress. ~e welcome t~e m~tiatives which
the President has taken to consult With Congress m this area.
By themselves, reductions in Federal ~pe~ding offer little immediate dividend in reducing the rate of pnce mcrease. It must be emphasized that such reductions~ spending are ~o su~stit~te for governmental action in other areas m the fight agamst mflat10n. However,
the reduction in Federal spending from the originally P.rojected $305
billion to $300 billion is important for several reasons. Firs~, a smaller
government deficit will reduce Fede~al de!fiands on credi~ markets,
making more funds available for pnvate mvestment. An Important
part of our present inflationary problem lies in capacity shortages
and supply bottlenecks, and, therefore, an importa:t?-t par~ of ~he
solution lies in making funds available for productive prtvate mvestment. Second, a firm fiscal policy will permit an easier monet~ry
policy than would otherwise. ·be. possible., ~hus further ~upportmg
private investment and also rehevmg the stifhng effects of tight money
on areas such as housing.
Finally, while only limited outlay red~ctions are realisticall;y: possible within the current fiscal year, the Impact of budget demswns
made now is often far larger in future years. In examining the budget
for possible further savings, s-pecial attention should be paid to those
rrograms-defense and civihan-which, though small at present,
threaten to explode in future years.
Furthermore. it should be noted that th(' budget ml'asnres only part
of the Federal impact on credit markets. In addition to the $11.4 billion budget deficit presentlv estimatPd for fiscal 1975, F Pderally sponsored and Federally guaranteed borrowing not included in the budget,
such as that incurr('d by the Export-Import Bank a~~ the ~e<leral
Home Loan Banks, is expected to total more than $15 billion this fiscal
year, far in excess of the official estimates made last February.
Along with the effort to contain the overall le~l of j!pending, the
composition of outlays should be changed. Dramatic changes cannot
rooli%ically be expected in the current fiscal year. However, areas of
"fat" in bOth the defe.nse and civilian budgets can be cut sufficiently to
allow room for the initiation of a new program of public service employment, the cost of which in the current fiscal year might be about $2
billion, and for some additional outlays on other high priority areas
which have been badly squeezed by inflation.
1

See footnote of Representatives Brown and Blackburn, p. 6.
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For the same reasons that we support restraining Federal expenditures in fiscal year 1975, we believe that
strenuous efforts should be undertaken to restrain the
year-to-year increase in spending between fiscal 1975 and

1976.
Fiscal 1976 does not end until almost 2 years from now and it
is impossible to predict what economic conditiOns will be during that
time or precisely what governmental policies will be appropriate. If
the forecasts are correct, receipts may shunp badly due to higher unemployment. New programs, such as extended public service employment, referred to in greater detail elsewhere in this report, may become
necessary and appropriate. Both the Executive and. the Congress will
of course have to be ready to adjust both programs and levels of expenditure as changing economic conditions warrant. The recent establishment of the new Budget Committees will greatly strengthen the
ability of Congress to respontl to chan~s in fiscal policy reqmrements.
A number of further qtwstions relating to the Federal budo·et and
its impact on prices and employment will be lmder study by th"'e Joint
Economic Committee over the next few months. We hope to address
them in our complete report in December. AmonO' these are:
• ;\-n examination ?f the controllability of the mandatory spendmg programs whiCh now make up such a large proportion of the
budget.
·
• ~e impact on the economy of federally sponsored credit agenCies and the desirability of reincorporating them into the
budget.
• The impact on the economy of the combined government sector-State and local as well as Federal-and the importance of
developing and systematically utilizing combined budget totals.
• The imract of the composition as well as the total level of Federal taxmg and spending on prices, employment, ·a nd economic
growth.

Monetary Policy
During the. p~st year, th~ money supply has grown between 5 and
6 pe_rcent. W~thm that period there have, of course, been variations.
J?urmgthe third q~arter of 1973, the money supply did not grow at all;
smce last October It has grown at an annual rate of about 7 percent.
Wh_ile. no great importance should be . attached to month-to-month
variatwns m the rate of monetary growth, a 5-6 percent growth rate
over a ~2-month period mi~ht in normal times be regarded as a rather
expansiOnary monetary pohcy. 2
. Ho~ever, during the past year, the economy has experienced severe
mflatwnary shocks from outside sources such as international oil
prices and sharply higher farm prices. Since it was not realistic to expect that otheJ" prices would fall sufficiently to offset higher prices for
'Representative Blackburn states: "It is erroneous to consider for this purpol'le
the monPy supply on an annual basis. From early 1971 to mid·1974, the monetary
aggregates g-rew at the roughly constant rate, with erratic deviation~. about a
trend of a 6.7 percent annual rate for Ml and a 9.6 percent rate f!lr :\1?. Th~>se
are extremely high rates-higher than for any other equally long period since
World. War II, which goes far in explaining why inflation has also been higher.
At a hme of a negative growth in the real GNP. this rate of monetary growth is
inexcusably high and consequently, inflationary."

t
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oil, farm products, and other internationally traded commodities, a
neutral monetary policy would have required sufficient expansion of
the money supply to accommodate these unavoidable price increases
and al~o to accommodate a growth of real output close to the economy's
potential .growth rate of about 4 percent ·per year. This woulrl
have reqmred monetary growth considerably exceeding that which
actually occurred. Thus, monetary policy has not been nelltraL but
restrictive, reflecting the decision that real output growth should be
brought below potential in order to reduce inflatiOnary pressures. Furt~e~re, ·ou:r financial markets are characterized by institutional
rl~dttles whiCh prevent all sectors from competing for funds on an
equal basis in periods of tight money. Thus, not only has the total
growth of r~u.l o?tfut been h~ld in check, but certain sectors--most
notably rNndentllt constrnctwn-have been thrown into severe
decline. Housing st!irts in July were 38 percent below year-eatHer
levels. 3
For the mon~hs ahead, monetary growth must be adequate to accomI~odate the pnce and wage changes still needed to adjust to the inflationary shocks already experienced and to permit the private invest~nen~ nee~ed ~f the ecoll:omy is gradually to return to a rate of growth
m hne with ~ts. potential. If, as we hav_e recomtnended, outlays are
held to $300 btlhon, the Federal budget w1ll not be a source of stimulus
to the ec?nomy, a!ld it ~s the~efore all the more important that monetary .Pohcy permit busmess Investment plans to be carried forward
housu!-g to recover, ~nd municipal and agricultural needs for credit
b~ satisfied. Otherwtse, the current sources of strength in the economy
Will be weakened and real output will decline further instead of recovering. Furthermore, the choking off of business investment through
cont~n~e~ tight mo.ney would d~ great long-run damage to the economy
by hrn1tmg our future potential to produce in line with consumer
demands.

u;

Given the expectation that Federal outlays this fiscal
year will be held to $300 billion, there should now be a
moderate shift toward less restrictive monetary policy
so that productive private investment-including housing, agriculture and small business-and State and local
investment can support gradual expansion of real output.
E~en with .some e.asi_ng of ~oneta.ry policy, competing sectors will
?ontmue to vie for hmited available loan funds. If announced capital
mves~ment plans are to be realized, business demands for credit will
remam strong.

To assure that sectors such as housing, agriculture,
public utilities, small business and State and local governments can borrow badly needed funds and that funds
• Representative Blackburn states: ''The basic causes of our endemic inftation
have been excessive monetary expansion 'over a number of years, in addi-tion to
governmental deficit spending. It is erroneous to state that the monetary
policy has been restrictive at any point during the past 4 years because the
fact is that 1t was expansionary and primarily responsible for our present rate of
inflation. Therefore, we must move gradually to conquer inflation. One of the
surest ways of accomplishing that would be by moderation in monet!H'y growth,
namely, by bringing annual monetary supply growth to about a 4 percent rate."
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flowing to corporate business go into productive rather
than speculative uses, a system for channeling credit is
required.•
The Credit Control Act of 1969 provides that the President can
authorize the Federal 'Reserve "to regulate and control any or all
extensions of credit" whenever he determines "such action is necessary or appropriate for the purpose of preventing or controlling inflation generated by the extension of credit in excessive volumes."
Implementation <?f the Cr~it Con~rol .1\-c~ co~1ld lower. tf1e pressur~ on
interest rates while reducmg the I~equitles. m the ability of vari\>US
sectors to obtain funds by channelmg credit away from speculative
endeavors which are inflationary into productive investments. It is
important to recognize that even a moderate easing of monetary policy
will not entirely relieve the uneven competition for loanable funds.
For the longer run, financial reforms a,re required to ena;ble different
types of borrowers to compete more equally for credit, and we will discuss this further in our December report. For the present, some. for~ of
credit channeling would allow the Federal Reserve to mamtam a
moderate restraint on the money supply while aiding the sectors most
strapped by monetary restraint.
Without endorsing any particular approach, there are several measures which the Federal "Reserve could consider as a means for channeling credit:
• A capital markets committee could be created to advise the
Federal Reserve on the selective extension of credit. To assure
that the needs of various economic sectors are given an adequate hearing, this advisory committee should be composed of
representatives of the Federal Reserve, other appropriate government agencies, the financial community, business, labor and
consumer groups. Such a committee could have a strong impact on lending practices even without any authority to require
changes in these practices.
• Under specific criteria established by Congress, the Federal
Reserve could pursue a policy of v-ariable reserve requirements.
In order to make funds avaHable for housing, for example, the
Federal Reserve could lower the reserve requirements for those
banks which increased construction or mortgage loans over and
above the amount during some base period. A similar reduction
in reserve requirements could also be made if bank loans were
increased for public utility investment, for small business or
other high priority uses determined by Congress.

from other purposes into the housing sect,or, can quickly serv~
to partially offset the effects of disintermediation.
• The Federal Reserve Banks, the Social Security Trust Fund
and the Civil Service Retirement Trust Fund could increase
their purchase of securities issued by the Government-sponsored
housing agencies in order to reduce the interest rates these
agencies must pay.
Each of· the Government-sponsored housing agencies (Federal
Home Loan Banks, Federal National Mortgage Association and Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation) was created to provide a
source of credit for housing to augment the resources of private financial institutions.
When the Government-sponsored agencies were established it was
contemplat,ed that they would be able to borrow funds at almost any
time because of the resemblance of their securities to the Treasury's.
However, in periods of credit tightness, investors differentiate these
agency securities from Treasnry securities to the extent that the agencies have to pay as much as one percent more in interest, as compared
to the interest rates on Treasury securities of similar maturity. The
resultant higher interest rates which government-sponsored housing
agencies must pay have contributed to the slowdown in housing starts.
This Committee has long urged that the Federal Reserve Banks
purchase Federal agency securities as part of their open market
operations. Recently, the Federal Reserve Banks have been acquiring
Federal agency securities, -so that at the end of June 1974 they held $3.1
billion, or 4 percent of the total outst,anding:. The Federal Reserve
should continue its support for agency securities and the trust fund
accounts could increase their purchases of them also.
These t,wo steps would by no means solve the multiple problems of
the housing industry today. However, together with our general monetary and fiscal policy recommendations, they would at least start the
housuu~ industry on its way upward out of its present slump. 5 In its
December report, the Committee hopes to make further recommendations, especially with respect to the provision of both rental and owneroccupied housing for low and moderate income persons.

Housing Credit
In lieu of or in addition to more general approaches to the channeling of c~t, the following steps to provide support for the housing
industry should be considered:
• The Federal Home Loan Banks, the Federal National Mortgage
Association and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation
could increase their level of activity in order to channel more
funds to the residential construction industry. These federally
sponsored agencies, established specifically to redirect capital

-• -See footnotes of Senator Percy and Representatives Brown and Blackburn,

p. 6.

'Representative Carey states: "While I agree that one of the problems is certainly tight money, I also believe that careful consideration must be given to
low- and middle-income housing construction and rehabilitation to insure that
those on limited incomes, particularly the elderly, will be able to find deeent,
affordable homes, and deteriorating areas will be salvaged. Some f6rm of gov~
ernment subsidy is necessary to encourage low- and middle-income housing
construction.
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III. PRICE AND INCOMES POLICY
In developing a com.Prehensive and workable price-wage policy, it
is important to recognize that during the past year there has been a
transfer of income out of the domestic nonfarm economy. Sharply
higher energy prices resulted in higher payments abroad for oil. A
significant part of the real income decline in the domestic nonfarm
economy can be explained by this and it is largely beyond our control.
Further, there was some transfer to the farm sector as a result of
higher farm prices. Farm income had remained at low levels for
a number of years, and to a considerable ~xtent the increase in income
going to the farmer during 1973 was desirable both on equity grounds
and to provide incentives for increased production.
As a result of these transfers of income-first to foreign producers
of oil, and second, to the farmer-there is a smaller pie, so to speak,
\vhich must be divided among the rest of the economy. In proposing
price and wage adjustments, business, labor and government must
recognize this circumstance and understand no sector can realistically
expect to recoup at once all the losses suffered during the past 18
months.
Reducing the rate of inflation will require. a social contract between
business and labor to exercise restr~tint in their price and wage dt~mands. If each sector raises its prices or increases its wages to reflect
fully the losses in purchasing power during the last year, the economy
will be placed on a treadmill of dangerously spiraling inflation.
A return to IJrice stability necessitates a willingness on
the part of both ntanagemeht and labor to accept price
and wage increases somewhat less than what would be
necessary to compensate them completely for inflation
plus productivity Increases.
Changes in Tax Policy
Government can help make this social contract possible by using the
tax system to compensate workers, especially low-income workers, for
part of the loss of real income they have recently experienced.
Congress and the Administration should work together
to develop and enact a set of tax changes which provide
immediate relief to low and middle income workers without reducing the overall revenue raising potential of the
tax system.1
The tax relief aspect of this package could be achieved in one
or more of the followmg ways:
• Reduction in the social security tax rate or exemption from the
social security tax for those below a certain level of income.

--See footnotes
1

ot. Senator Proxmire and Representatives Brown and Black-

burn, p. 7.
(20)
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This offers the advantage of reaching workers whose income is
too low to be subject to the income tax. If the employer share
of the social security tax were also reduced this would have a
direct cost cutting, anti-inflationary effect.
• Allowing taxpayers the option of substituting a $250 tax credit
for each $750 personal exemption to which they are presently
entitled. Families with annual incomes between $5,000 and
$20,000 would be the primary beneficiaries, the overall effect
being to increase the progressivity of the tax system.
• Raismg the low-income allowance from $1,300 to $1,800 while
increasmg the standard deduction ceiling from $2,000 to $2,400
and the rate from 15 to 20 percent.
The cost of this tax relief could be offset by :
• Eliminating or reducing some existing tax subsidies such as the
oil depletion allowance and foreign tax preferences.
• Strengthening the minimum income tax on those in the highest
income brackets.
• Enacting new taxes to discourage wasteful energy use, such
as a tax on automobile engines which exceed a certain horsepower.
Council on Wage and Price Stability

f

The Council on Wage and Price Stability, President Ford's first
legislative request, was passed overwhelmingly by the Congress and
signed into law August 24, 1974. The Congress has clearly demonstrated its opinion that reimposition of controls, across-the-board, is
not advisable at this time. The Council should not be perceived as a
first step back toward a rigid controls program. Its power lies not in
mandatory authority, but rather in the public's support for the fairness
and competence of its findings. We believe that if the Council exercises
its mandate with skill and imagination it can make a major contribution to the restoration of price stability.
To fulfill its role in monitoring the social contract the
Council on Wage and Price Stability should:
(1) Consult fully and regularly with business,
labor and consumer groups.
(2) Recommend appropriate noninflationary behavior for prices, wages and executive compensation
on a specific industry-by-induatry basis.
(3) Conduct a systematic and continuing review of
all practices or procurement policies of the Federal
Government which may contribute to inflation.
(4) Recommend actions to eliminate inflationary
bottlenecks by increasing supplies of scarce materials
or of skilled labor; to increase productivity; and to
strengthen competition.
(5) Hold public hearings on particular private or
government actions the inflationary consequences of
which would damage t he national effort to restore
price stability.
89-1197-7~
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(6) Request from both public and private parties
all cost, price and profit data or other information
necessary to the execution of its responsibilities.2
(7) Send formal public notice to both Congress and
the President whenever the national effort to restore
price stability is seriously threatened by either
private or public failure to comply with the Council's
guidance or to supply essential information.
In order that the Council on Wage and Price Stability be
equipped to carry out these vital tasks:
(1) The Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission and the Assistant Attorney General for antitrust should be made members of the Council.
(2) The appropriation for the Council should be
increased substantially.s
In some sectors of the economy pressures for wage and price increases
threaten to run out of control. One area where the problem is especially
severe is health care. During the past 4 months, health care prices
have skyrocketed, increasing at a considerably faster rate than the overall Consumer Price Index. From May to July 1974, medical care prices
rose 17 percent at an annual rate; hospital rates rose 18 percent; and
physicians fees 19 percent. Some of these increases can be explained
as a catch-up for past cost increases in food, fuel and wages. However, it is widely assumed that when a national insurance plan goes
into effect some restrictions will be placed on hospital and physician fees. A significant part of the current price increases may be
explained by the health industry's anticipation that these restrictions
will be imposed. If health care priceS are allowed to rise even after
higher costs have been covered, a national health insurance program
will either have to 'be far more costly than now anticipated or the level
of benefits will have to be reduced.
Health care costs must not be allowed to rise in anticipation of a national health program. The Council on
Wage and Price Stability should move quickly to develop
standards for appropriate price changes in the health
care industry.
As we stated earlier, the Council on Wage and Price Stability should
develop an incomes policy with the cooperation of business, labor and
the public. However, there are several conditions under which Cong-ress should consider an expansion of the Council's authority. These
mclude a worsening of inflation or a continuation for some period
of time of the high prevailing rates of inflation.
Further, a refusal of the parties involved to provide data or to cooperate with the Council would signal the desirability of additional
legislation. If it becomes necessary, the following options should be
• See footnote of Representatives Brown and Blackburn, p. 8.
• See footnote of Representative Moorhead and Senator Javits, p. 8.
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considered by Congress as a means of strengthening the Council's
effectiveness m dealing with inflation:
• The Council could be given the power to subpoena pertinent
information on wages, prices, sales, costs, profits, and productivity.'
• The Council could be given the power to delay for 30 or 60
days wage or price actions which it wished to examine further
or which would be clearly inflationary. During this period, the
Council could hold hearings on the prospective increases to arrive at a reasonable, noninflationary adjustment.
.
• The Council could be given the power to roll back clearly unjustified price increases in concentrated industries when those
mcreases pose a major threat to overall progress toward price
stability.
Consumer Action

f

Pressures of inflation affect all consumers. On the one hand, the
consumer is faced with continuing increased costs of food, energy,
clothing, and almost all of the items which he consumes. He feels helplessly frustrated by the rising prices. Qn the other hand, he feels
blamed for his demand for commodities in short supply, such as oil,
which permit the producers to push the price up further. Recent requests that the consumer should save more out of his already over·
strained budget only heighten his sense of frustration.
In the past, consumers and consumer groups have demonstrated that
under suitable leadership they could exercise considerable muscle in
the marketplace. During the energy shortage of 1973-74, consumers
cooperated in the national effort to curtail wasteful consumption by
turning down thermostats, extinguishing extra lighting, and driving
less and at slower speeds. Consumers also cooperated in reporting violations of price ceilmgs on gasoline and diesel fuel during the embargo
period.
Until now, however, consumers have not been mobilized systematically against excessive prices or other commodity shortages. A proper
appeal and organization would give individual consumers a sense of
bemg able to participate personally in a meaningful way in the public
interest.
Consumer groups should adopt a watchdog function on
the wage-price front. Their influence should be brought to
bear selectively against price increases based on scarcity
or monopoly power and those imposed by cartels. Government should solicit the collaboration of responsible consumer groups and regard them as allies in wage-price
policy.
'See Representative Moorhead's and SE.>nator .Tavlts' footnote, p. 8.
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IV. HELPING THOSE HURT MOST BY INFLATION
Inflation, especially when it is concentrated heavily in the prices
of food and other essentials, is particularly damaging to low-in·
come g-roups. Unemployment, too, tends to be concentrated among
lower mcome groups. Through its political leaders, the American public has expressed its willingness, however reluctant, to tolerate tempo·
rarily above-normal rates of unemployment if that is necessary to
bring inflation under control. This being the case, the Federal Government has the responsibility to see that the costs of this unemployment
are borne by all and not just by those who are the poorest and least able
to defend themselves.
The tax measures discussed in Chapter III would help to share
equitably the burdens of fighting inflation. But the poor and the unemployed are often not on the tax rolls. In this chapter we discuss
other equity measures needed to aid some sectors of our society until
the time when full employment and reasonable price stability can
be restored.
Unemployment Compensation
In view of anticipated high unemployment, action should be taken
to increase the benefits and extend the duration of existing unemployment compensation programs. In fiscal 1973 a sigt).ificant number a
of claimants received less than 50 percent of their average weekly .,
wage. This level of benefits is not adequate to cushion the effects
of unemployment. The high rates of inflation which we are now
experiencing reduce even further the income maintenance. provided
to the jobless. Furthermore, existing standards provide for 26 weeks
of benefits to the unemployed. An additional period of benefits, up to
13 weeks, is triggered when the insured unemployment rate is 4.5
percent, which corresponds to a national unemployment rate around
6.5 percent. The trigger for individual States may be lower, a seasonally adjusted insured unemployment rate of 4.0 percent. Given .
the expected increases in the unemployment rate in the next several
quarters and the resultant rise in the duration of unemployment, the
trigger for extended benefits should be an insured unemployment rate
of 3.5 percent (which corresponds to a national unemployment rate
of 5.5 percent).1
The maximum weekly unemployment benefit should be
raised to two-thirds the average wage in each State, and
each individual recipient should receive at least 50 percent
of his weekly wage, up to the maximum. The duration of
benefits should be extended 13 weeks nationwide as soon
as the seasonally adjusted insured unemployment rate
exceeds 3.5 percent (a national unemployment rate of
5.5 percent).
1
For a further discussion of this subject, seep. 84 of the 1974 Joint Economic
Report.
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Public Service Jobs
The experience under the Emergency Employment Act of 1971 has
demonstrated that transitional pub~i~ service emplo~ent ~n be an
effective counter-cyclical job trammg and rubhc serVIce t?<>l
without becoming a "make-work" or "dead-end' .program, and with
an effectiv.e transition to "regular employment" .t hereafter.
.
The use of public service employment under current .and p~ospectlve
circumstances has already been endorsed by .ooonomlC pohcyma~ers
within the Administration, as well as by many mdependent eoononusts.
Some public service employment programs are alr~a.dy funded under
CETA the Comprehensive Employment and Tra~~mg Act of 1973,
which provides under title I that State and local pr_une sponso~ may
fund public service employment progr!l'ms and proYJ-des under btle II
for a special program for geographic ar~ havmg unemployment
rates of 6.5 percent or greater for 3 consecutive months.
.
For fiscal 1975 the Administration has requested $1.3 bilhon for
title I-an unde~rmined amount of which may be used for public
service employment-and $350 million for title II; these funds ~re
currently being considered as a part of the HEW-Labor Appropriations bill for fisca11975.
Additionally, the greater part of $620 million appropriated by the
Congress under the Comprehensive Employment and ~raining Act
for public service jobs in fiscal 1974 made available th1s past June
will be principally used during fiscal1975.
The President indicated on September 11 that he had instructed
the Secretary of Labor to distribute in September the aggregate of
these funds from fiscal1974 and fiscal1975 specific.ally for pubhc service employment. These funds total approximately $1.0 billion for use in
fiscal 1975. About 200,000 jobs could be created under this program,
if one assumes the Administration's estimated wage of approximately
$4,900 per job.
However, looking ahead to a rate of growth in the economy that is
well below potential, current funds being channeled into public employment are insufficient to offset lfJhe impact of unaccepta!bly high
levels of unemployment which now appear probable.
In light of economic forecasts which predict unacceptably high rates of unemployment over the next four quarters, and in view of the President's Economic Summit goal
"to defi·n e hardship areas requiring immediate action," a
program for expanding public service employment should
be enacted immediately by Congress.
We believe that a program to create between 500,000 and 650,000 jobs
is required. The full year costs of this prog-ram might be $4 billion,.
If enacted immediately, the program could be in effect througho'Ut
the last half of fiscal 1975. Outlays in fiscal 1975 would run about $2
billion. If economic conditions warrant, the program may be required
through fiscal1976. As discussed above, total Federal spending should
not exceed $300 billion for fiscal 1975; any increased costs of public
~rvi~ e~J,>loy~e~t should be financed through a reordering of spendmg pr10nties withm the confines of such a budget.
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It should be noted that the number of jobs created by labor-intensive •
programs such 'llB public service employment is significantly greater
than when ~ual expenditures are made for capital intensive purchases
such as pubhc works construction or defense procurement.
In the Congress and elsewhere, several proposals for a supplemental
public service employment program have been suggested. Clearly, a
public employment program should be triggered automatically whenever the natiOnal unemployment rate is 6 percent or above for 3
consecutive months. Furthermore, we believe these funds should
become available when unemployment is below 6 percent if the President or Congress determines, after reviewing forecasts of economic
activity, that unemployment will reach unacceptable levels.
Current forecasts of economic growth and unemployment for the next year are sufficiently pessimistic to warrant an immediate concurrent resolution by the Congress
that the public employment program become effective
when the unemployment rate reaches 5.5 percent.2
To minimize the impact on inflation, the Committee
recommends that a system of phased funding be used to
implement this public employment program. When the
national rate of unemployment 1·eaches 5.5 percent, funds
should be made available to create an additional 150,000
jobs.
If the employment rate rises further, to 6 percent
or more for a 3-month period, the program should be exa
panded to a total of 500,000 to 650,000 jobs.s
9
It is important that the public employment program contain safeguards to minimize any substitution of public service jobs for reg:ular
unsubsidized State and local jobs. The purl?ose o:f the program I~ to
create additional jobs. Further, the Comm1ttee believes, in keepmg
with .Prudent fiscal policy, that it is necessary to establish a means o:f
windmg down this new program ~ the u!lemployment proble.~ eases
and making arrangements for public serVIce employment partiCipants
to move into regular employment.
The net, one-year cost of this program is substant!ally less than its $4
billion gross cost due to the :fact t~at there are significant. o~sets ~ the
program's outlays. First, an estim~ted $300 to $?50 mllho~. w1ll.be
saved in unemP.loyment compensatiOn. Second, Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) payments and expenditures for :food
stamps and Medicaid would decline in proportion !<> the num.~r o:f
public job holders drawn :from the welfare rolls. Fmally, additional
taX' revenues of between $175 and $325 million would accrue to the
Treasury because of the higher level of employment and personal
income.
• See Representative Reuss' footnote, p. 9.
• See Senator Proxmire's footnote, p. 9.
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The Distributional Impact of Inflation
Inflation rates during most years since 1946 were sometimes bothersome but largely unnoticed or ignored. Annual increases in prices of
1 to 3 percent do not alter people's values or li:fest~les. ~owever, today's inflation rate cannot be ignored. EverY: American IS confron~d
with price increases which force, to val'Y.m~ degrees, .chan~es m
standards o:f living. Knowledge o:f the spemfic l;illpacts ?I ip.fiatwn on
various groups, such as the poor or th~ el4erly,,Is essential many consideration of policy mea~u~es to cope with m:B.atwn. .
.
In light of this need, It IS unfortunate that there IS a virtually complete lack of detailed1 empiri~l studies on. th~ dis~ributi~nal effects of
inflation. Many studies do exist on the. ~Istributw~ of m~om.e but a
comprehensive study specifically exammmg the differential rmpacts
of the recent severe fu:flation is still lacking. The Joint Economic Committee hopes to undertake or sponsor some studies of this question as
part of its mandate under S. Con~ Res. 93 and to make the results an
mtegral part of the Committee's final report to Congress at the end
of1974.
.
.
·
f h
But some equity questions deserve the Immediate atte!lt10n o ~ e
Administration and the Congress. For example, food pnces have m·
creased about 15 percent in the past 12.months an.d are expected to
continue to rise rapidly during the remamder of th1~ year; m?reover,
food expenses in a poor person's budget occUI?Y a d1spropo~t10na~ly
large share ranging :from 30 to 65 percent. Pnces of staple Items m a
poor perso~'s diet, such a~ bread, potatoes, rice, and 4ried beans, have
risen even more than prices of most foods. These mcreases can be
contrasted with the 5.3 percent increase in the average monthly AFDC
payment per recipient and the 9 percent increase in the average food
stamp bonus value between December 1972 and December 1973.
At present, the food stamp program is adjusted every 6 months to
take care of increases in the co~t of the "economy food plan." The most
recent adjustment was ma~e on JUly 1, 1974, w.hen the econ?my food
plan for a family o:f four w1th two school age children was raised from
$142 per month to $150 per month, based on price increases through
February 1974. The next adjustment is not scheduled until January
1975 and will be based on :food price increases through Augu~t 1974.
Because of these time la~ in the a~j-.;stment process, .the rapi4 food
price increases expected m the remammg months of this year will not
be incorporated into the program until July 1975. On. a :fo~d b.udget
of approximately $1.25 per persol!- per day, t~ese lags m adJustmg to
rapidly rising prices can mean serious hardship.
The other ~oup which seems to have suffe:ed more than .th~
average from inflation is the elderly. Food, hou~mg, tra~por:tatwn,
and medical care comprise 80 percent of the BLS mtermediate mcmp.e
budget for a retired couple. From Septemb~r 1972 to July 19.74, somal
security benefits increased 11 percent. Durmg the 2 years smce S~p
tember 1972, consumer prices have gone up 18 percent, and living costs for the elderly have probably ~one up even more.
More specifically, even with the 11 percent mcrease, the average
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social security benefits for a retired couple ($3,720) are .o~y
equivalent to about two-thirds of the modest StaJ?-dard of hvmg
implied by the BLS interJ?ediate budgetr-(appr?xrmately $4;980) .
Even though social secunty benefits have bee!l ~aised almost 70 percent since December 1969, as many as 4.5 million elderly p~rso~s,
approximately one-fourth of those over 65 years of age, hve m
:poverty. Because social security retirement benefits for Blacks are,
m effect much lower than those for Whites, the poverty rate for the
2 millio~ elderly Blacks is approximately twice as great as for the
elderly White population.
In contrast to the substantial cost-of-living increases for those receiving social security payments, private pensions typically contain
no cost-of-living adjustments. This is a particularly severe problem
for those elderly who receive no social security and thus depend almost
entirely on their pensions. Furtherynore1 th~ elderly are the gr<?UP
whose wealth is most vulnerable to inflation m that they hold a high
proportion of fixed yield assets. ~hey also find i~ diffi~ult to supplement their income through part-trme wor~ especially m the. cur rent
job market. Poverty among the elderly will not be substantially reduced even with the Supplemental Security Income Program begun
in January 1974, for the SSI income standards in 1974-$.149 for
individuals and $219 for couples-:-are still below the foverty mdexes.
Enactment of a comprehensive Federal program o income support
to replace the present inefficient and inequitable welfare system is long
overdue. The Joint Economic Committee's Subcommittee on F iscal
Policy is just completing an exhaustive study of this question and will
soon be making comprehensive recommendations. Legislative action
in this area should be placed high on the congressional agenda for
next year.
The coverage and payment scales of the food stamp
program should be adjusted every 3 months for food
price changes. The Supplementa1 Security Income Program should raise its income standards to a level which
would eliminate poverty among the elderly. Enactment
of a just and dignified comprehensive Federal income
maintenance system to replace the present hodgepodge
of cash and in-kind programs should receive priority at·
tention by Congress and the Administration in 1975.•
• See footnotes of Senator Proxmire and Representatives Brown and Blackburn, p. 9, and Representatives Conable and Widnall, p. 10.

t
V. RESTORING MARKET EFFICIENCY AND DEALING
WITH I NTERNATIONAL COMMODITY PROBLEMS
Governments exist to serve the interests of their people. Economic
systems must meet the same test. When consumers, workers and businessmen alike are subjected to serious inflation because of structural
distortions in the economy, such distortions must be removed. To do
otherwise creates doubt about the ability of the economy to respond
to the needs of the people.
·
There is abundant evidence that structural distortions are a major
contributing factor to our current economic problems. These distortions exist in both the public and private sectors. They hamper
the free flow of goods and services both domestically and internationally, restrict and in some cases totally eliminate competition,
impose high costs on the consumer and the average businessman, and
retard t~chnological progress. While it is not possible to measure
precisely the additional cost imposed on consumers by structural
distortions, estimates run into billions of dollars annually.

f

Omnibus Legislation To Strengthen Competition
This chapter discusses a number· of specific structural problems
req_uiring attention, especially in the energy and agriculture sectors.
I t Is scarcely possible, however, for us to review all the myriad reforms needed. Special machinery must be set up, not only to identify
these reforms, but to insure that the administrative and legislative
action necessary to implement these reforms is not delayed.
I n the public sector, Federal policies, regulations, subsidies, import
quotas, tariffs and price supports pose innumerable obstacles to
a smoothly running market economy. For example because of Interstate Commerce Commission [ICC] regulations, a truck, after carrying goods from one city to another, may be required to return empty.
P artly as a result of other I CC rules, railroad cars t ravel about 50
percent of their mileage with no freight. Costly building codes need
to be eliminated and could be if the proposed National Institute for
Building Sciences were funded. Federal bailouts of large corporations
with financial difficulties discourage efficient business practices. Government procurement practices encourage waste and increasa costs.
Federal subsidy programs, including tax subsidies, were estimated to
have cost more than $63 billion in 1970 and have almost certainly
grown appreciably since t hen.
In the private sector, industrial concentration, collusive practices,
administered prices, exorbitant profits and anticompetitive behavior
must bear a large part of the responsibility for the current inflation.
The price increases in the industries where there is a high degree of
concentration have been steep. Wholesale prices rose in the past 12
months by the following amounts : fuels and related products and
power, 67 percent; chemicals and allied products, 43 percent; rubber
(29 )
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and plastic products, 27 percent; metals and metal products, 39 percent; machinery and equipment, 18 percent. Individual industries
within these commodity groupings, such as petroleum, coal, and steel
raised their prices at even higher rates.
Artificial barriers to employment-age, sex, and race discrimination,
excessive formal education requirements, difficulties in obtaining union
membership-also push up costs in the private sector. Many of these
practices are already illegal under Federal law, but some laws .m ay
need strengthening and there certainly needs to be more adequate
enforcement.
There is a connection between concentrations of economic power
and government laws and regulations which subsidize inefficient operations and interfere with competition. Structural problems in the public sector and those in the private sector are related. Moreover,
concentrations of economic power, together with the misuse of political
power, have frustrated most efforts to enforce the antitrust laws.
A Commission should be appointed jointly by Congress
and the President to recommend comprehensive legislation to eliminate both governmental and private barriers
to an efficient market economy.1 In making its legislative
recommendation the Commission should carefully consider the elimination, retention or modification of:
Federal subsidies.
Production quotas and marketing ~rders.
Price supports.
Excess stockpiles.
Prevailing wage determinations.
Excessive or inept regulation of transportation and
communication.
Import quotas and voluntary agreements to curtail
imports.
Retail price maintenance,
and other similar governmental impediments to economic
efficiency.2
The Commission should also consider the strengthening
of private competition through actions such as:
Divestiture and reorganization.

Improved antitrust laws and administration, including the transfer of enforcement responsibility to
an independent agency.
Removal of artificial barriers to employment.
The Commission should also consider the provision of
adjust.m ent assistance for groups of workers severely
affected by the transition to a more competitive economy.
The Commission should report within 6 months of its
establishment. In appointing the Commission, the President and the congressional leadership should make an
advance commitment to introduce the Commission's recommendations in Congress immediately in the form of
omnibus legislation and to give it prompt consideration.
The General Accounting Office should be directed to
conduct investigations of violations of the antitrust laws
and other anticompetitive practices in the Government
or the private sectors, and to report its findings to the
Antitrust Division of the Justice Department, the Federal Trade Commission, and Congress. Such investigations should supplement and not replace the activities of
the Antitrust Division and the Federal Trade Commission.8
Improved Economic Management

1
See footnote of Representatives Conable and Widnall and Senators Javits
and Percy, p. 11.
• See footnote of Representatives Brown and Blackburn, p. 11.

The inflation of 1973-74 has given us new evidence that the Federal
Government is not properly organized to deal with an extremely complicated economy. The private sector is today about twice as large as it
was 20 years ago and infinitely more complicated. The public sector
has also grown and now profoundly influences the private sector
through its subsidy programs, procurement and stockpiling policies,
credit programs, and regulatory activities. Furthermore, the U.S.
economy is now more closely linked to the world economy as a result
of the growing internationalization of production and global competition for scarce resources.
Yet this changed environment in which U.S. economic policy must
operate has not been matched by changes in the ability of the Federal
Government to formulate policies to deal with it. The Government is
surprisingly ignorant about what is actually happening in particular
sectors of the economy, the impact of its actions on each sector, and the
relationship between the U.S. and world economy. In those cases where
• See footnote of Representatives Conable and Widnall and Senators Percy and
Pearson, p. 12.
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adcq\tti~e information is available, it is often utilized in a fragmentary t

way, Wlthout a systematic effort to pull available data together in time
to formulate appropriate policies. There has also been little effort within the Federal Government to develop any long-range economic forecasting capability to anticipate future problems.
. Related to this lack of adequate information is widespread duplication. and l~ck of coordination in the organization of economic policy
makmg. VIrtually all Federal agencies presently have some significant·
role in economic policy. Yet their activities often work at cross purposes, such as when the import quotas were maintained in the face of
~eclining ?o~estic petroleu~ produc?on, and as when food produc~Ion restrictions were contmued wit~ . food shortages developing
m 1972. Even when programs and pohe1es are not working at cross
purpo~s, th~re is no single Federal agency or office to coordinate
econom1c pohcy.
The President should initiate a major review of this
area, utilizing an independent commission if necessary, to
determine: (a) what new information systems are needed
to understand economic developments both at home and
abroad; (b) how bureaucratic duplication in the formulation and execution of Federal economic policy can be eliminated; and (c) in which ways the Council of Economic
Advisers' role can be expanded to facilitate the coordination of economic policy.
Increasing Productivity
Increasing productivity (output per unit of input) is by definition
the key to increasing our national standard of living. Strong produc·
tivity growth will ordinarily translate into increased real wages,
whereas sluggish or negative productivity growth implies that any
waO'e increases will tend to show up in higher prices.
Output per man-hour in the total private economy for the second
quarter of 1974 is 1.5 percent below the index for the fourth
quarter of last year, and almost 2.2 percent below the first quarter of
1973. Although some of this decline can be attributed to the peculiarities of current business c~ndi~io~s, the United States productivity
performance has shown a d1sqmetmg trend over the longer term. Since
1947 the average rate of productivity growth in the total private economy has been 3.2 percent. However, for the past 20 years the figure is
2.9 percent, and for the past 10 and 5 years, the figures are 2.8 and
2.4 percent respectively.
Economists identifY two particular factors contributing to this
trend. First, the increases in agricultural productivity which resnlred
from the substantial migration of labor out of the farm economy during the 1950's and early 1960's can no longer be sustained. Second, the
gradual transformation of the United States into a predominantly
service economy means that productivity improvements are not as easy
to come by, or to measure, as in a goods-oriented economy.
There is also reason to believe that the mechanistic, mind-deadening
nature of assembly-lioo production methods reduces efficiency. While
the findings are not conclusive, there are sufficient instances where attention to the human aspects of the workplace has resulted in produe-
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tivity improvement. Therefore government policies aimed at improving productivity should address both the human as well as the purely economic and technological aspects of the problem. Aocordmgly,
we submit the following recommendations for a national program of
produoijvity iJnprovement:
The President should initiate a nationwide effort to
foster increased productivity growth, through the establishment of lal:or-management councils at the plant, community and industry levels. This effort should include
emphasis on the quality of work.
Such an effort would parallel the endeavor made to increase production during World War II, when many thousands of councils were
set up in factories and communities across the country. Although the
present circumstances do not exactly correspond to the economic situation of the early 1940's, the fact of materials shortages, serious inflationary pressures and a potential national emergency are similar.
Such councils would also provide an appropriate and practical follGw-through on the consensus for action which we hope will be developed at the September economic summit.
The President should implement a system of productivity incentives in the Federal Government.
Elsewhere in this report we recommend reductions in Federal outlays as part of a total anti-inflation program. If adequate public services are to be maintained, these cuts in spending must be coupled with
a hard-nosed effort to improve ~overnment efficiency. Studies conducted by the General Accounting Office, together with the Office of
Management and Budget, the Civil Service Commig3ion and the National Commission on Productivity, have already identified manv areas
of Federal Government activity where :productivity can be readily
measured and enhanced. Several far-reachmg approaches to improving
productivity, such as the establishment of a revolving capital account,
have also been analyzed. This effort, still in the study stage, should be
given immediate priority and an improved staff capacity. The use
of bonus pay, productivity counci1s mentioned above, and other
techniques for halting creeping bureaucracy should be vigorously implemented.
The President should direct the National Commission
on Productivity to conclude its work on the health, transportation, and public administration sectors, and to
submit concrete recommendations for productivity improvement at the earliest possible opportunity. Emergency funding should be provided, if necessary.
'T'he Productivity Commission has rif!htly approached the pr0d,ucti"itv issue on a sector-by-rector basis. It is necessary, however, to expand the work of the Commission into other sectors (e.g., hi.~hly concentrated industries such as autos, steel, nonferrous metals) and to
provide comprehensive policy recommendations in the areas now under study. The health area, in particular, deserves special attention.
The President should also ~ediately make :(>Ublic the Commission's
recent study and recommendations on the food mdustry.
While other parts of this report contain recommendations which
foster productivity, and additional recommendations which would a£-
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feet the long run may be made in our final report, we believe that the
above recommendations form an effective short-term productivity
policy aimed at the immediate inflationary problem.

t

The Adequacy of Profits and Industrial Investment
Expansion of supplies in bottleneck sectors is an important aspect
of any counter-inflation strategy. In the past lear, several basic
sectors including metals, energy, chemicals an paper have been
operating at very high utilization rates. Their prices have risen sharp!~.
This situation reflects mainly th~ demands of the worldwide economic
boom now ending, but also a lag in the expansion of these particular
sectors.
It goes without saying that high capacity utilization and the accompanying profits are themselves strong incentives to expand productive facilities. In money terms, profits after tax have jumped to an
all-time high; for nonfinancial corporations they were up 28 percent
in 1973 and, based on unofficial survey data, they were up another 22
percent on an annual basis in the first half of 1974. The shortage sectors mentioned above enjoyed greater increases, while other industries
did less well. These factors have sustained a relatively high level of
plant and equipment investment, despite a softening in other spending
catP-gories.
Nevertheless, there is much debate about whether profits are snfficient to induce needed future investments. Several witnesses before
the Committee have contended that inventory valuation profits should
not be counted in judging the adequacy of business incomes, arguing
that they are absorbed by the increased cost of replacing the inventory
and thus are not available for capacity expansion or distribution to
stockholders. They argued also that higher depreciation charges should
be deducted from stated profits to take account of the increased replacement cost of facilities. Both of these propositions are debatable.
The Committee has asked its staff to investigate further the entire
question of profit measurement in an inflationary period. The Committee hopes to address this question in some detail in its December
report.
·
Nevertheless, if inventory profits are excluded, one finds that internal business cash flow in 1973-retained earnings plus depreciation
and depletion allowances-still is at an historic high. Deflated for the
rise in prices of business fixed investment goods, the purchasing power
of 1973 cash flow in basic industries is 12 percent higher than in 1968,
the last year of the previous business expansion. Cash flow for 1974
is expected to be greater.
Investment in new plant and equipment also is running at high and
risin~ levels in money terms. Relative to industry's growing output,
this mvestment represents about the same rate of modernization anrl
expansion as in the boom period, 1966 to 1968. Given the widesprearl
assumption that the economy will be growing very slowly for some
time to come, it may be that capacity expansion already started will
go a long way toward relieving present supply bottlenecks. Investment
is exceptionally high relative to cash flow in the utilities sector and in
mining. The reverse is true for transportation. (The special problems
of certain electrical utilities will be dealt with in the energy section.)

In summary, it is unclear at present whether business cash flow
and plant investment a:e deficient in. compa~ison with P,ast. norms a~d
whether long-run capital needs will stram t he Nation·s financial
capacity without legisla.tive changes.
In general, we feel that no special tax incentives are
warranted at this time to overcome existing capacity
shortages. Any realignment of corporate taxation should
be accompanied by corporate tax reform and not carried
out at the expense of noncorporate taxpayers.

Agriculture

t

The present agricultural situation presents difficult challenges for
both domestic and international economic policy. Strong world demand
for foodstuffs and a greatly reduced level of reser'les means that, in the
absence of new policies, farm prices will continue to fluctuate sharply
around a rising trend. The following facts stand out:
• Disappointing 1974 crops, especially of feed grains, will lead to
a new round of sharp increases in food prices. The Department
of Agriculture now estimates that retail food prices in 1974 will
average 15 percent higher than in 1973. This implies food prices
will be rising at a rate of 18 to 19 percent during the second half
of this year.
• Benefits to farmers from the recent increases in food prices,
although substantial, hav:e been unevenly distributed and, in
many cases, only temporary. Net farm income approximately
doubled in 1973. For 1974 as a whole, gross farm mcome may
exceed the very high 1973 level, but sharply rising production
costs are expected to cause net income to drop. Even so, net income will likely remain above pre-1973 levels. Not all farmers
will share in this continued prosperity however. Drought conditions have caused losses for many grain farmers. Many small
livestock producers face severe economic distress.~ 11
• 'High grain prices and uncertain market ing conditions have
caused and are continuing to cause disruption of normal meat
production. Several years may be required to restore eq_uilibrium
in the supply and demand for meat. During this penod prices
and supplies are apt to fluctuate sharply.
• ·worldwide population growth and rising real incomes are
creating a strong underlying growth of demand for foodstuffs.
In recent years part of this demand has been satisfied out of
reserve stocks rather than currentl.roduction. These reserves
have now been substantially deplete .
• Shortages of certain production inputs, especially fertilizer, are
intensifying the difficulties of exl?and~g produ~tion to m.eet
growing world food demand, espeCially m developmg countries.
'Additional data on food prices and farm income will be found in the appendix
to this report.
• Senator Proxmire states: "Real farm income in the second quarter of 1974-the latest period for which figures are availabl~ropped right through the floor,
falling from more than $9,000 per farm (in constant 1967 dollars) in 1973 to a
bare $6,000. There is no assurance that 1974 farm income will be above the pre1973 level in real terms."
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Intense demand has caUQ(ld world pt:ces of some types of fertilizer to more than triple during the past year. Two years or
more will be required to complete the new plant capacity required to produ()fl enough fertilizer to meet mcreased demand.
• The sharp reduction in reserve stocks of grain has CJ;eated a
situation of instability in world markets, such that prices fluctuate shnrply in response to even small changM in current crop
expectn:ions. Until recently, it has been hoped that reserves
could Le rebuilt from good 1974 harvests. Due in large part to
poor feed grain harvests in the United. States, these hopes have
now evaporated.
Immediate Policy Needs.-~Tith r~:>serves already low and the outlook for this year's crop disappointing, further increases in food prices
seem inevitable in the short run. But important steps can 'be taken both
to limit the magnitude of these increases and to nmeliorate their most
damaging effects. One immediate need is for continued discussions with
the W0St Europeans, the ,Japanese, and the Russians to insure that their
purchase of U.S. food grains this yE>a rare helrl well below the unusually
high levels of the past two years. This is discussed further in the section on international trade.
Bumper crops next ·year are necessary if the United States is tomeet domestic demands, replenish stocks, and fulfill its traditional
role as a world supplier. Not only must sufficient acreage be placed
under cultivation, but a comprehensive program must be undertaken_
to assure the availability of fertilizer and other scarce inputs. Such
a program will impinge on other sectors of the economy. For example,
natural gas may have to be diverted from other uses in order to keep·
fertilizer production at a maximum. Or steel companies may have to.
be asked to increase their production of products needed on 'the farm
at the E'XPense of other steel products. The Council on Wage and
Price Stability is in the best position to evaluate the competing claims
of various sectors. The Council shonld be provided with the anthoritv
and the staff resources to carry out this responsibility. S. Res. 289,
Pa.sserl last Fehruarv, nrovi.des Congression::tl guidance regardin~
nrioritv allocations for fertilizer production. For fertilizer ann other
nroductive inputs which move in world trane, internntional allocation'
a~rPf'.ffi"''t.S are also nf'ederl. A~ fliscussed hPlow. th;s is an appropriate
matter for the 'Vorld Food ConferE'nce in NovPmbE'r.
·
r,,...~a<>ed effort~ J""'"'d; he m"il" to re~1\ce t'l\e conrtl"~~nts "'1 f::~.rm outm\t cnrrentl:v imnosed hv shorta"'e<;
of fn~t. fa"fiJizP.r. a ... d farnt mrtchinerv anrl equinment.
J"'vest•!"':>ti(l'1 of snch hottlenecks and ameliorative a'ction-incJudin~ allocation programs where necessaryshould be unrlerta.Icen O'll an urgent basis by the Council on
W<~"'e ~.nrl Price Stability.
Irwp11oved Ti'ffirir•n.r·1! i?" p .,_,,l .VI'r/<' •thur wnd Pmrltu/·Nn'Yl-The
emnhasis of this int.P.rim renort is on short-term policies, but it also
seems appropri&.te to indicate areas where work can go forward on
policies designed to be of long-run benefit in providing adequate
snDnl1Ps of food at reasonably stable nrices. In some of these areas
we will make more complete recommendations in our final report in

December. One longer run policy which we strongly support is the
establishment of food reserves. This should be done on an international
basis and is discussed in the section below on international trade.
EriJport Lweming.-With respect to each of its three major export
crops-wheat, corn, and soybeans-the United States has found itself
on at least one occasion in the past 2 years in a situation of uncertainty regarding its ability to meet fully export demands. On one
occasion an export embargo had to be im;t;>osed with consequent damage
to our overall relations with major tradmgfartners. Plans should be
made now to forestall future repetition o such situations. In this
regard, we repeat the recommendation made in our Annual Report
last March:
Congress should pass legislation establishing a system
for managing exports of critical food and feed
when projected market supplies are inadequate to meet
domestic needs without drastically increasing prices. The
Secretary of Agriculture should be authorized to (a) set
up an export licensing system for agricultural commodities determined to be in criticaJJy short supply; and
(b) require prior approval of such exports when necessary. If allocation of scarce exports is necessary, the highest priority should be given to countries needing food aid
and the next priority to regular export customers.
Oom;modity Market Regulation.-The futures markets for agrieultural commodities serve a valuable economic function. At most
times, future trading contributes to price stability. At a time of acute
shortage, however, commodity speculation, if not adequately regulfl.ted,
can further exacerbate price mcreases. Recent investigations have
found that due to inadequate monitoring and regulation, illegally
manipulated markets in wheat; eggs, and meat have cost the consumer
millions of dollars in inflated prices.
Although the commodity exchanges have grown to a $500 billion
annual operation, they are largely self-regulated. Trul:v amazing is the
fact that the fiscal1972 figure was only $148 billion. The Coft\modity
Exchange Authority of the Department of Agriculture exerdses some
general supervision, but it has a totally jnadequate staff of 160 which
has increased only 12 percent since fiscal 1972. ''In contrast, the stock
exch&nges, with annual activity of ~15'7 billion from July 1973 to July
1974, are regulated by the Seeurities and Exchange Commission with
a staff of 1,860. As an example of the lack of serious regulation of the
commodity exchanges, it took the Commodity Exchange Authority
nearly a year to uncover a conspiracy to manipulate the price of egg
futures that inflated the retail price of eggs as much as 10 cents a
dozen. Legislation to strengthen the Commodity Exchange Authority
has now passed both Houses of Congress and been sent to Conference.
The Committee strongly supports reorganization of
the Commodity Exchange Authority and increases in its
personnel strength and in its authority. The Committee
recommends that the regulation of the commodity exchanges can be accomplished most effectively by an
agency completely independent of the Agriculture De-
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partment and headed by a full-time Commodity Exchange
Commission similar to the Securities and Exchange
Commission.
Agricultural Research and Development.-The existence of agricultural surpluses during the late 1950's and most of the 1960's created
a situation m which little need was felt for research designed to im~
prove crop yields and increase productive efficiency. Now that the
need for better yields and increased production is more apparent, it
will be necessary to rebuild a strong research capability in this area
and to provide adequate funding for a sustained period in order that
agricultural research and development can again make the contributions to efficient production which have been so important in the past.
The 3-year research program proposed by the Director of U.S.
Agricultural Research Stations represents a constructive beginning to
restoring a U.S. research capability.
Agricultural research and development, especially research efforts directed at improved crop yields and production efficiency, should be strengthened.
Market Spreads.-Market spreads, the difference between the price
paid to the farmer and that paid by the consum(}r, have grown considerably in 1974. Increases in pork and red meat SP.reads have been
studied by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. While there seems to
be no simple explanatiOn for the higher market bill, several issues
play a role.
Inefficient marketing structures for several commodities, including the existence of unnecessary middlemen, are key J?roblems. Another problem is inefficient operation by the food marketmg industries.
Included here are empty backhauls by the transportation companies,
unused loading pallets due to inconsistent crate dimensions, and few
centralized beef-cutting operations. These are among the questions
which should be examined by the Commission on Structural Reform
which we have recommended above. They are also questions which this
Committee intends to examine further prior to filing our complete
report in December.
Energy
Increased energy prices are one of the major contributors to the
overall .r;>rice increases of 1974. It is estimated that oil price increases
and their pass-through account for up to one-quarter of the total
rise in the price level this year. Even so, the blow to the U.S. economy
has been softened by price controls on some domestic crude oil which
have suppressed about one-third of the potential increase in oil prices
in this country. If and when the oil prices are decontrolled, the price
of "old" domestic oil will jump to a level commensurate with world
prices. This would send new shock waves through the U.S. economy
similar to those emanating from the tripling in world oil prices in
the last quarter of 1973. It would probably mean another increase
averaging 10 cents per gallon for gasoline; prices of fuel oil and other
products also would rise. Such increases would permit the U.S. fuels
mdustry to reap large, new windfall profits.
In addition to forcinG' up the prices of goods and services containing oil, the higher ad'ministered world price for crude oil also is
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forcing the prices of coal, gas, and electric power to adjust tow.ard
parity with oil. This adjustment is not yet complete. Pressure on prices
of these other energy sources will persist as long-term contracts expire
and regulatory commissions adju~t ra~es.
.
.
Therefore, an important contributiOn toward stemmmg U.S. mflation could be made by reducing oil prices. Chairman Burns of the
Federal Reserve Board testified before the Committee, moreover, that
such a reduction is essential for world financial stability. Yet the
producing countries appear 't? be movin~ to sustain pr~nt prices a~d
even to increase them. There IS much eVIdence of a growmg surplus m
the world oil market but much more is needed before the negotiated
prices will be likely to drop. Reducing U.S. demand for imported oil
through a serious conservation effort to eliminate wasteful uses could
have a beneficial effect. The following steps are required as part of
an effort to reduce oil prices:
The Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act should be
maintained throughout the present inflation emergency.
Price ceilings on domestic crude oil should not be raised
for the present.
The U.S. Government, without fanfare, should
strengthen its efforts to bring world oil prices down.
The Government should launch a renewed campaign to
conserve energy. Other consuming countries should be
kept informed of our conservation efforts and urged to intensify their own.
To expand long-term supply, government should encourage industry to proceed with new techniques to extract energy from conventional and nonconventional resources. While protection for high-cost, experimental projects from future underpricing by foreign producers may
be considered on an individual project basis, under no
circumstances should the Government guarantee a minimum price for all energy resources through a tariff or
other import restrictions.
Many gas and electric utilities are suffering for the first time in history from declines in sales due .to big rate increases for fuel costs.
These declines automatically boost their unit capital costs and create
a case for further rate increases. Interest rates substantially above
the utilities' approved rates of return make it difficult to raise the large
sums needed for capacity expansion and for increased working capital
needs. On the other hand, the cost of facilities expansion to meet future
demand growth has risen dramatically.
Prompt analysis should be done to ascertain the reasons
for the rapidly rising cost of generating capacity. Any
financial assistance to electric utilities should be combined
with a requirement to move toward rate structures that
constrain peak-period power demands. This would mean
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lower average prices per kilowatt hour of power consumed
a! the
cost of spreading consumption more evenly over
time.6
Inflation Across National Boundaries
Much of the inflation occurring in the United States last year was
the consequence .o f external economic forces. The most notable of
th~e events were the. near quadrupling of the price of imported oil
?urmg 197'3, the ~as~IVe sales of wlieat to the Soviet Union negotiated
m 197~, the declme m ~he for~ign exchange value. of the dollar that
began m 1971 !1-nd contmued mto 1973, and the h1gh level of worid
demand for a Wide spectrum of raw materials.
The inflationary impact of the increase in oil prices imposed by
the .cartel of foreign producers is obvious. Wheat sales to the Soviet
Umon decreased the supply available for. domestic consumption and
for regular export custo'!lers. Already high global demand for U.S.produced soybeans as ammal feeds was inteneified by the failure in
19'l3 of ~he Peruvian anchovy catch.
A fall m the. extern~~;l value of a nation's currency is in~ationary in
two r~pects. First1 all Imports tend to become more expensive. Second,
r~ducmg the forelgll-currencv price of a nation's products tends to
stimulate overs~ dem~d lor e;x:ports.. Unless ample unemployed
r~~rces are avrul!lble m export mdustries, costs and prices tend to
rise m resp_onse to mcreased overseas a~m11nd. Bu~ massive U.S. paymen~s d~fiCits coul~ not be reduced or elimmated without a substantial
declme m the foreign exchange value of the dollar.
In 1974: the after-effects of these earlier events still are being felt
.The in~rease in oil prices espeda.lly has produced consequences that
Will contmue for many years. Forei~ oil-producing nations, particul~r:lY the Arab st!Lt~, are accumulatmg revenues in excess of their
ability ~o spend this mcome on imports and to invest it in .productive
~nterpri~ overseas. '_fh~e excess revenues are thEl'refore bemg placed
m a vanety of finanCI~l mvestment~,. but espec'iaUy in highly liquid,
short-~r~J} bank deposits an~ seenriti~. A laJ.'ge proportion of these
finanCial. mvestme~ts are bemg placed in the United States. While
not caus!ng excep~10nal problems for the conduct of domestic monetary policy~ these lhv~stments do pla.ce a h~aVJV responsibility on the
Umted States to Pecuoulate funds into tbe international financial
system.
America~ fin.ancial i:nsti~utions are not likely t0 be squeezed for
fun~s nor IS .this oou.ntry .hke!:v: to suffer severe bftlance-of-payments
strams r~lti:'lg !ro~ th~ mabdity to meet the cost of oil and other imports. FmanCial mstitut10ns overseas and foreign countries will however, not all be so fortunate. Some institutions and some natio~s will
• Senators Javits, Percy and Pearson state: "The huge predicted investment
requirements of publlc utilities indicate that at the least the 4 percent investment tax credit accorded utilities be raised to 7 percent, the level which exists
for ot~er industries. Both public and private witnesses have emphasized to this
Comm1ttee the severe capacity constraints on public utilities, constraints which
h~ve already shown up in summer brownouts and which are likely to be repeated
w1th increasing severity even it conservation measures are implemented
immediately."
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experience severe liquidity shortages. To what extent should the United
States aid foreign institutions and entire nations in living with or
overcoming these difficulties ~ To what extent are we willing to run
the risk ' of default by other industrialized oil-importing countries
who~ imports the United States has financed~ These issues will be
addressed in our final report.
In addition, the final report will attempt to. measure the extent to
which inflation in the United States during 19'73 and 1974 has been
the consequence of external economie events rather than domestically
generated price increases. Moreover, we will try to assess the degree
to which future inflation in the United States is likely to result from
outside events, and what this country can do either .t o help lower global rates of inflation or to prevent mflationary forces onginating in
the United States from being transmitted throughout the world.
Since the Unit~d States produces almost half of the total output
of all industrialized market economies, whatever is done here to combat inflation will have a major impact on other countries. The external
effects of policies adopted in the Unired States should be kept in mind
as these policies are designM and implemented. For example, if the
United States were to experience a serious recession as a consequence
of policies introduced to fight inflation, American's demand for the
products of other countries would decline substantially. Some of thPse
nations are heavily dependent on U.S. markets for their exports. For
example, 65 percent of Canadian exports and 60 percent of Mexiean
exports are sold in the United States. Similar percentages of exports
A to the United States as a fraction of total exports are as follows: 26
W percent for Japan; 12 pereant for the United Kingdom; 9 percent
for Italy; and 8 per~nt for Germany. Similarly, the United States
is influenced more by developments in other countries than is often
realized. The 1972-73 expansion in this country was fueled in part by
a 25 percent jump in the real volume of exports from mid-1972 to
mid-1973. A drop in export demand caused by recession abroad would'
intensify the current downturn in the U.S. economy.
The United States and other industrialized countries
should cooperate to avoid excessively restrictive policies
that could produce a serious worldwide recession.
Consultations designed to promote such cooperation are conducted
regularly under the auspices of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Such consultations are especially important at the present time.
An I ntegrated World Food Poliey.-The United States has taken
the lead in setting up the World Food Conference to be held in Rome
this November. This conference will provide a much needed opportunity to develop interJ!ational policies on food reserves and on food
aid for developing countries.
An international system of food reserves offers the best hope for
limiting the range of short-term fluctuation in food prices. Experience
of the last few years indicates both the value of maintaining reserve
food stocks and the difficulties which are encountered when reserves
become depleted. In the past the availability of reserves has been
largely an accident stemming from surplus U.S. production. A rational
system for the future would consist of the deliberate creation of
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reserve stocks in all the major importing and exporting countries and
the use of these .reserves both t? hold prices within some reasonable
r~nge of fluctuatiOn and to amehorate famine or acute food needs. In
Vle'Y of t"!te P.r~nt crop outlook, there is little prospect of actually
settmg 3:Side Sigmficant reserve stocks this year but it is important that
nego~I~bons and en.abling l~gi~lation move for~ard so that, when crop
conditiOns do permit the bmlding of.r~r':es, the opportunity will not
be lost. ~ven m the absence of participation by other major nations.
the Umted States should proceed to establish its own system of
reserve management.
The Public Law ;480 program of donations and concessional sales
of surplus U.S. ag:ncultural prod:ucts was designed to serve the dual
purposes of reducmg the do~estic surplus and meeting world food
?leeds. Congress .and the e~ecutive branch should cooperate in developmg ne~ le~sla~IOn reflectmg changes that have occurred in the world
food situatiOn m the. past few J:ears. A new U.S. food aid program
should be B;Ccompam~ by an International program to which all
wealthy ~atiOns .contnbute. The World Food Conference presents an
opportuni~y to. discuss the design of such a program.
4-t bes~ It will be some years ~fore the developing nations can meet
their basic f<>?d ne~ds fr?m thmr own productiOn. Food aid will be
nece.~ry duryng this period, but equally urgent will be assistance in
attarnrng agriCultural s~lf-~ufficienc_v. The .United States ean readily
afford to be generous With Its techmcal assistance. More difficult over
the next few years w~ll ~ decisions on the allocRJtion of fertilizer and
oth~r sca;ce pro~uctive mputs. These allocation questions should be A
dec~ded mternabonally; both American farmers and developin~ . ,
natiOns n~ to know how much fertilizer can be made available and
at w~at price.

. The U:nited St~t~s must take the lead in developing
mternat10nal pohc1es to cope with food shortages. Con~ress and the Executive should jointly develop a position
for the World Food Conference in November that includes
the following:
. (1) U.S; readiness to participate in a new internatiO.nal progra.m of food and agricultural aid to develO_Pmg countn~. Commitments should include fertilizer and techmcal assistance as well as food.
. (2) Establish!"ent of food reserves in both importrng and exporting countries.7
'Senators Javits and Pearson state: "A food rE>sE>r'l"e system to deal with acute
food s~ortages is n~>ede>d and the United States should vigorously pursue with food
exporting ~nd food importing nations the very complex means by which such a
reserve .might be established and administered. Beyond this, a food reserve
Rystem mtended to stablilize prices would not only appear to be extremely
difficult to administer (for both political and technical reasons), but might in
the long run have a counter-productive effect. The existence of such a reserve
or the prospect of its establishment, might well create a false sense of security
among the food deficient countries thereby dulling the efforts to increase their
own production. On the other hand, farmers in food surplus countries like the
United States might perceive such a reserve to be a price depressing mechanism
and, therefore, hold back in their long term production plans."
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(3) U.S. readiness in times of crop failure or temporary shortage, to utilize its reserves to sustain a
reasonable level of exports to regular customers and
to developing countries facing acute difficulties. The
United States should not, however, undertake obligations to sustain exports to developed countries which
are themselves unwilling to carry reasonable reserve
stocks.
U.S. feed grain crops this year are now expected to be some 15 percent below last year. With carryover stocks already virtually exhausted, both domestic and export use of feed grains will have to be reduced
substantially. U.S. exports of feed grains go chiefly to West Europe,
Japan, and the Soviet Union. Discussions have been held with representatives of Western Europe and Japan and agreement has been
reached that their purchases of U.S. fE>.-ed grains will be held considerably below last year 's levels. The Soviet Union is not presently expected
to import significant quantities of feed grains this year, but this situation could change if their own harvest JS less than expected. T he feed
grain situation should continue to be monitored closely. Since the
United States exports only about 20 percent of its feed grain crop,
international agreement to limit exeorts will by no means prevent a
domestic price rise, but it will contnbute to an orderly market and to
the maintenance of good relations with our trading partners. Such
cooperative efforts by the United States and its t raditional foreign
customers to share products in scarce supply are entirely in lreeping
with the following bipartisan recommendflltion of this Committee that
was included in our last Annual Report:
The United States should initiate negotiations to reach
multilateral understandings regarding the availability
of basic commodities and raw materials. We should seek
assured availability of essential materials imports. In
exchange the United States should offer potential recipients of food aid and our regular export customers assured access-given prior satisfaction of minimum domestic needs-to supplies of U.S. agricultural products and
raw rna terials.
The example the United States sets in combating inflation domestically, in attempting to increase production of scarce commodities and
products, and in cooperatively curtailing demand and sharing temporarily scarce items will be critical in determining the degree of
cooperation that can be achieved internationally in fighting inflation.
If we adopt a selfish, narrowminded view, we can only expect to be
treated in a similar fashion by other countries. The consequence of
such behavior would probably be to intensify inflation and increase the
risk of a serious global recession.
·
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TABLE 1.-MAJ08 COMPONENTS OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT (PERCENT CHANGES, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
ANNUAL RATE, CONSTANT 1958 DOLLARS)

Appendix. ECONOMIC SITUATION AND OUTLOOK
. The gravity o£ the pr~~nt e~®mic situation makes it especially
Important that the Admimstratwn, Congress and the public be fully
informed as to recent economic develoJ?ments and the probable economic outlook. Important policy decisions will be discussed at the
upcoming economic Summit Conference. Congress may be asked to
move rapidly on legislative questions relating to economic policy.
Therefore, the Committee is making available the following assessment of the economic situation and outlook, which has been prepared
·by the Committee staff_.
SuWtnary.-Prices as measured by the Gross National Product
(GNP) deflator rose at an annual rate of nearly 11 percent during the
first half of this year. Real output fell at an annual rate of abOut 4
percent. The unemployment rate rose from an average of 4.7 percent
in the fourth quarter of 1973 to 5.1 percent in the second quarter o£
1974 and has since risen further to 5.4 percent in August.
:Most forecasters expect real GNP to remain essentially flat in the
second half and prices to continue to rise at a rapid rate of anywhere
from 9 to 12 percent. Unemployment is expected to rise further,
averaging between 5% and 6 percent for the remainder of the year.
For the year 1974 as a whole, real output is expected to be down 1
percent or more £rom the 1973 average, while prices may rise 10
percent or more from the 1973 average.
Economic developments in 1975 are, of course, much more difficult
to predict, especially as policy decisions taken in the remainder of this
year could have a significant impact on the course of events in 1975.
Private forecasts available at the present time, which for the most part
assume no major shift from current policies, suggest a change in real
output within the range of -0.5 to + 1.5 percent for the year as a
whole and an increase in prices of anywhere from 7 to 10 percent.
This forecast implies that unemployment would continue to mcrease
steadil_x, with th& unemployment rate well above 6Jf2 percent by the
fourth quarter of 1975.
Developments Over the Pa8t 113Months: Gross National Product.GNP rose $109 billion, or 8.6 percent, in current dollars from the second quarter of 1973 to the second quarter of 1974. After adjustment
for price increase, however, the real volume of goods and services fell
about 1 percent. Table 1 summarizes the changes in real GNP hy major
sectors.
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Total GNP•••••••••••••••• ••••••.••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• -

Final sales •...•••••••••...•.•..••••••.........••....•.•...••.•..•
Personal consumption expenditure ......••••••.....•............
Business fixed investment....••••••.....•••••••••••••.•••...•..
Residential construction...•.......•.•. •••••••..••••••••••...•.•

~~t:r:~~l;:ts~~rcriases~~:::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::

Gross domestic procjuct. •..............•........••......•••....... .

1972:1V
to 1973 :11

1973:11
to 1973:1V

1973:1V
to 1974:11

+5.8
6. 1

+2.0

__,

-4.0

+4.3

-2.7
+3.6
-23. 6

+5.8

+7.3

+16.9
-4. 0
-5.0

+5.8

-4.5

+2.0

- 1.2
-1.3
+1.0

- 25. 6
- .4

+-4
-3.9

Source: Department of Commerce.

As can be seen in Table 1, real output grew rapidly in the early part
of 1973, but the rate of growth slowed abruptly m the secon~ ~alf
of the year, with the real volume of final sales actually dechmng.
This decline in final sales was masked by an unusually large accuii?-ulation of business inventories. Measured m 1958 dollars, the rate of mventory accumulation increased from $7.8 billion in the second 9uarter
of 1973 to $20.0 billion in the ~ourth. In the fi!Bt half of this year,
final sales fell slightly more rap1dly more than m the second half of
last year, and an accompanying drop in the rate of inventory accumulation caused total GNP to fall rather sharply. The pattern of Gross
Domestic Product, which measures output produced withit;t the geographic boundaries of the United States, has conformed qmte closely
to that of GNP over the past 18 months.
The decline in real output in the past 12 months has been concentrated in the consumer, residential building, and Federal sectors.
Some part of the weaknesses in the consumer sector is attributable to
the sharp drop in automobile purchases following the Arab oil embarf!O last fall. Consumer spending on new domestically prod~ced automobiles in the second quarter of 1974 was 25 percent less m real te:r:ms
than it was a year earlier. However, other areas. of consume! spendmg
have also been weak in recent quarters. If gasolme, motor ml and auto
purchases are excluded, other consumer purchases have dropped about
0.4 percent during the past four qu~rters.
.
The sector of the economy wh1eh has shown the sha~pest dechne,
of course is residential eonstruction, where real output m the second
quarter .;as 25 percent below year earlier levels. In real terms, Fede~al
purchases in the second quarter were 2.4 percent below year earher
levels while State and local purchases were up about 3.8 percent. However real State and local purchases are estimated to have fallen
slightly from the first to the second quarters of this year, the only
such decline since the first quarter of 1962.
Business fixed investment continued to increase in real terms during the past four quarters, but the rate of increase, especially in ~~e
first half of this year has been less than many observers had anticipated.
.
Wages Prices and Productivity.-Pnces as measured by the GNP
deflator ;ose 9.7 percent from the second quarter of 1973 to the second
quarter of 1974. Within t~is period, as sho":n in Table 2, the overall
rate of increase was considerably sharper m the first half of 1974
than in the preceding 6 months.
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TABLE 2.-WAGES, PRICES, AND PRODUCTIVITY (PERCENT CHANGES, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED ANNUAL RATE)

1972:1V to
1973:11

1973:11 to
1973:1V

1973:1V to
1974:11

GN P deflator._ -- ---- --- ------ ---- _______ --------------------- ___ _
product_ ___ ___ _____________ _____ _____ ___ __

6. 4
6.4

8. 5
8. 7

10.9
11.5

Whol~~rl~~::~~~i~i;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

21.5
4. 7
4.0

·a.o

9. 7
18.6
5.6
8.4

12.6
10.9
15.9
10.1

t

e
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TABLE 3.-WAGES (PERCENT CHANGE, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED ANNUAL RATE, PRIVATE NONFARM ECONOMY.
December
1972 to
June

1973

gg~:J~:~~~~~s~ ,r;~~~\e

r~~~~~i~l~~i~~~s_-:::===::::::::=:=::::::=:=:=:::=:::=::::::::::
Farm products, processed foods and feeds

g~~~!:Oii~~~~~o~~n:lioiir•~:::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::

Unit labor costs 2....... ...................._ _, ...... ., .......... ,..................... .,.._ .... .., .....,.... - -

20.2

10.6
45.8
1.6
8. 2
6.6

1(). 9
10.9

10.4
--.3
7. 7
•. I

Hourly Earnings Index: I
Current dollars................ --------------·-----.. ·---·---1967 dollars __________ ••• ___ _••• -- ••• - - -----· •• ----·--·----.-Average weekly earnings:
Current dollars. ___ ••• ______ ......... -------------- ------ .- ---

1967 _______ ........................................ ----·----

18.2
34. 0

- 11.5

1 Adjusted

-4. 0
9.5
13.9

'1.4

Oecembe
1973 to
June
1974

8. 9

-2.0

-2.2

-3. 1

7. 1
-.8

7.3
-2.2

-5. 5

6.4

fur overtime (manufacturing only) and interindustry employment shifts.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

1
M~asured from last month of one period to last mo~th of next period.
• Pnvate nonfarm economy.

Sources: Department of Commerce, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Food prices, however, have followed an opposite pattern. Thus, in
contrast to 1973, inflation in the first half of 1974 was led by increases in the price of nonfood commodities.
The decline in farm prices which prevailed in the first half of this
year was reversed in July and August, with the wholesale price index
for farm products, processed foods and feeds rising about 14 percent in
jl!st those 2 months, thus essentially re~aining the extraordinarily
high level of August 1973. Wholesale mdustrial prices continued
their sharp advance in July and August and have now been rising
at an annual rate in excess of 30 percent ever since last March.
Table 2 also shows the accelerating trend in unit labor costs. This
trend was caused by the decline in output per man-hour rather than by
any marked acceleration in labor compensation. The rate of increase
in c?mpensation per man-hour fluctuated within a fairly narrow range
durmg the 18-month period shown in the table. However, productivity,
as measured by output {>er man-hour, has declined steadily for the
past five quarters reflectmg reductions in output unaccompanied by
any reduction in man-hours. In the first half of 1974 this produced a
situation in which unit labor costs rose at the extraordinary rate of 14
percent.
Work!lr compensation, whether measured by the quarterly figures
shown m Table 2 or by any of several available monthly series
rose more slowly than consumer prices, meaning that rmil waO'e~
declined from ml.d-1973 to mid-1974. Table 3 summarizes recent w~ge
ch~m~es both in current dollars and after adjustment for consumer
price mcreases.
·

5. 9

June
1973to
December
1973

'

The data in Table 3 show a relatively moderate r~ in hourly earnings measured in current dollars in the first half of th1s year. Data for
the most recent 3 months available (May, June, July) show a more
marked acceleration with the hourly earnings index rising at an ~n
nual rate of 11 per~nt. This rise, however, ~as barely kep~ pace with
the rate of price increase. Real hourly earnmgs have remamed essentially unchanged since March and are still more than 3 percent below
year earlier figures.
Employment a'IUi U-Mmployment.-As indicated above, the decline
in man-hours worked in the first half of this ye!lr was less t~an the
decline in output, leading to a drop in productiVIty as conventwnally
me11sured. A similar pattern is a_Pl?arent in the data on employment
and unemployment. Despite declmmg ou~put, total employment r?se
slightly in the first half. As can be seen m Table 4, the rise was msufficient to keep pace with growth of the labor force, so that unemployment rose.
TABL(4.-LABOR FORCE AND EMPLOYMENT (PERCENT CHANGES, SEASONALLY ADJUSTED ANNUAL RATES)

1972 IV

Civilian labor force:
TotaL ...... -----.. -•••••••••• ----·--··--·----------·-----.. Adult men ..... ~ .. ! ..........:.. .............. 1. . . . ....~ .. ~- -- ..... - .. .... - - - - - - - - .. - .... • .. Adult--· ·····---------·--.. ·-----------·············--·
Both ~xes. IIi to 19 Y'~·-- .. ·····~- ..-~ ..................... .
Employment:
Total .-----·-- --------- ------··--·----·-· -·-······-- --·-·---·
Adult 111111 ............. ~_. .......................... w.-··----·--------· .................... ..
Adult women.~ - · .......... ~-l ........................... ..
Both sexes, 16 to 1Jyr........ ~• ...,..................... ...... .
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.

1973 II

1973 1V

to 1973 II

to 1973 IV

to 1974 II

3.0
1.2
5. I
6. 9

3. 3
2.5
3. 3
8. I

1.7
.8
4.0

3.8
1.8
6.1
8.8

3. 7
3. 1

3. 3
9.2

- I. 5
.7
-.2
3.3

-3. 2
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As can also be seen in Table 4, the labor force grew much more slow- '
ly in the first half of 1974 than it had in the previous 6 months. The
slowing, however, was limited to adult males and teenagers. The adult
female labor force continued to grow rapidly. Patterns in the growth
of employment were similar, with employment of adult men and teenagers actually declining while employment of adult women continued
to expand strongly. This differential pattern can probably be explained
at least in part by the continued growth of employment opportunities
in retail trade and in State and local government, sectors which employ a high proportion of women. Employment in the automobile industry, which employs a high proportion of men_, declined.
For each of the three age and sex groups tne data suggest that
labor force participat.ion is highly sensitive to employment opportunities. Since those who drop out of (or fail to enter) the labor force are
not counted among the unemployed, changes in measured unemployment, as shown in Table 5, by no means reflect the full magnitude of the
change in labor market conditions during the past year.

A and illustrates the dramatic jump in net income from 1972 to 1973
W and the subsequent partial declin~ toward more normal levels.

Table 8, based on the Department of Agriculture's ~ugust crop
short supply of feed grains expected
astimate' illustrates the very
.
this year. ·
.
od ·
d
Table 9 presents estimates of world gram pr uct10n an c?nsumption. It can be seen that in 4 of the last 6 years, consumptiOn
has exceeded production, with the cwnulative effect _that carryover
stocks have dropped from 24 to 11 percent of ~swnpt10n. In 1974-75,
with carryover stocks already too small to permit much further drawing down both production and consumption are expected to fall by
between 2 and 3 percent.
TABLE 7.-I NCOME RECEIVED FROM FARMING I
Realized gross farm income
Billions
of dollars

TABLE 5.-SELECTED UNEMPLOYMENT RATES

11£··---- ---------···
I
··················
1 ···---------------1!11424 quartert•••••••

[Average during period!
JanuaryJune 1973

*""'-···········-···············-·····

All civilian
Adult.....,__ .....................,.,. ..............~-···-- .....,..~..~.. ..
Adult 'Wonlen ••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••
Both sun, 16 ~ 19 yr·········•·-···-..··----White ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Nonwhite••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

July-December 1973

5.0
3.4

4. 7

3.0
4.8
14.3
4.2

4.9

14.7
4.5

t.o

8. 9

JanuaryJune 1974

JulyAugust 1974

Percent
change

60. 6 -·-···········
69.9
+15.3
97.0
+38.1
98.4
..j-5.6

Farm production expenses
Percent
change

Billions
of dollars

Net income to fa rm operators
Billions
of dollars

Percent
change

14. 4 ··········--··
18.4
+27.1

47.6 ·····-------·52.4
+W. l
+23:!
64.7 °
74.5
+11.'-

36.2
26.9

+te.7
-19.2

1 Includes Government payments. Net income includes Inventory chanae.
• Seasonally adjusted annual rate. Percent changes are from 2d quarter 1973.

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture.

5. 2

3. 5

5.1
15.2
4.7
9.2

e

TABLE 8.-U.S. FEEDGRAIN SUPPLIES, USE, AND CARRYOVER STOCKS (INCLUDES CORN, SORGHUM, OATS AND
BARLEY)
[Millions ol short tons)

Source: Bureau ol labor Statistics.
Production

Federal Budget.-Dn a national income IWcount basis, the Federal
budget was essentially in balance in the first half of 1974. As shown
in Table 6, there has been no significant deficit since the first half of
1973.
TABLE 6.-FEDERAL RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES

197fl.<7J•••••• ··--~- --•• ~---.-- ••• ---------.------1t71-.72.••• , • ..L-~-r-t""······· ............ --------..
191W4

1974-1S ~....·-i-r····························
1

(National income account basis, billions ol dollars, seasonally adjusted annual rate!

""'""""1....-·....-..--.----.---..-..---

lt72-?t.......... ------·-.. ···----•···· -----------

160
208
200
205
175

Domestic
use

Exports
21
27
43
44

!55

Ending
stocks

127

33
48
32
21
14

Yearend
stocks

Stocks as
percent of
consumption

~~

173

1!55

Midpoint of proJected range.

Source: U.S. Department ol Agriculture.
1973, 1st hall

'I!Dipts.. -•.••••••.. --·--••.• -~---- .• ----------•••.. --•.••

~=~:~it<=>:::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

252.1

261.3
-9.2

1973, 2d half

W4..W.llait

265.1
267.0

285.5
286.3
-0.8

-1.9

TABLE 9.-WORLD GRAIN PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION, AND STOCKS I
[Millions ol metric tons!

Source: Department ol Commerce.

Had the unemployment rate been at the 4 percent conventionally used
to estimate the full employment budget, there would have been a surplus of around $10 billion m fiscal1914. In fiscal1975 this surplus may
rise to around $15 billion.
On a unified basis, receipts in fiscal 1974 were $264.8 billion and
outlays $268.3 billion, for a deficit of $3.5 billion. The latest official
outlay estimate for fiscal1975 is $3()5.4 billion. Receipts are estimated
at $294 billion, for a deficit of $11.4.
Agricultural Situation.-Tables 7, 8 and 9 below present information on important aspects of the current agricultural situation. Table 7
presents the recently revised data on income received from farming

Mar\e~~!J:_~~=---· ____ •••••• __ ••••••••••• _______ •••
196!1-70••••• ----- ••••••• ---------------. ·-- -- ••
1970-71 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1971-72•••• - - - ----- •• ------------- --.---------1972-73•••• •••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1973-74 projected ••• •••••••••••••••••• - ••• - - ••••
1974-75 estimated •••••••••••••••• -------------1

Includes wheat, rye, barley, oats, corn and sorghu01.

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Production

Consumption

819

790

821

819

908

884
967

942

188

840
856

169
132

969
943

108
106
105

889
927

!51

24
20
15
17
12
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The Economic Outlook for the Second H alf of 1974.-Recent forecasts are largely in agreement that real output will grow little if at
all in the second half. Little if any diminution of the inflation rate
is expected. Table 10 below summarizes three recent forecasts.
TABLE 10.-SELECTED GNP FORECASTS

SUPPLEMENTARY VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN PATMAN

[Seasonally adjusted annual rate!

I will confine my comments on this Interim Report to monetary
and fiscal policy. Such comments as I may have on other aspects of the
report will be submitted with the final report.
. .
.
The current double digit inflation has several additive causes. Ch~ef
among them is monetary mismanageme~t. Fiscal ~xce~ses ~nd special
factors such as drought and the OPEC-Imposed oil pnce rise may account for changes in the rate of inflation in the_ shor~ run. But, over a
period as long as th~ one in w~ich the C';Irrent rnflat10n has ~een raging the rate at which the pnce level nses depends strategiC~lly on
Federal Reserve policy. Let me point out that ~rom 1965 to mid year
1974 the rate of mcrease in the Consumers' Pnce Index was 3.6 percentaO'e points faster :per year than in the 1953-1964 period. ~nd also,
in th~ 1965-1974 penod the Nation's money supply (J?ubhcly held
currency and demand deposits) grew 3.7 p~rcentage pomts per ye~r
faster than in 1953-1964 and the Treasury bill rate averaged 280 baSis
points higher. The connection ~tween the Federal Reserve's money
policies, interest rates and inflatwn shoul~ be apparent ~o all. We can
achieve reasonable interest rates and stop mflat10n only If new money
is created at about the same rate as the historic growth of our labor
force and its productivity. The Joint Economic Committee has long
recommended that the Federal Reserve be guided by this principle,
and I see no reason to modify this recommendation. This/rinCiple
gives adequate leeway for real economic growth but woul prevent
the Federal Reserve from accommodating and validating current and
future inflation spirals through willy-nilly expansion of the money
supply.
I am, however, equally concerned that the Federal Reserve will not
again become a monetary tightwad, failing to create new money as
fast as labor force and productivity grow and thereby causing recessions as in 1953-54 191!7-58, 1960-61, 1966-67 and 1969-70. We have
had enough Federal Reserve roller-coaster rides. The proper monetary
policy to follow now is one of steady, moderate money supply growth
and a gradual easing of interest rates.
Under any monetary conditions, moreover, there are areas of public
need which are starved for credit. It is essential that we adopt policies to allocate credit to areas of greatest need such as housing. Such a
program of allocation, if properly carried out, will allow the monetary
managers to maintain stable policies on money growth and at the same
time to alleviate severe hardships.
It should come as no surprise now that I am against trying to check
inflation by tinkering with the budget. We should of course continually strive for better economy and efficiency in the Government sector.
Every penny of waste and fat in the budget should be cut as fast as it
can be found. But we deceive the people when we report that fiscal

1974:11 to

t~~!i!~(

1973:1V to
1974, II
actual

DRII

Chase•

Wharton s

-4.0
-1. 2
-1. 3
-25.6
+1. 0
-0.4
+0.4
9. 4
10.9
5.1

+0.6
+O.a
+1.9
-25.0
+1.9
-5.3
+2.0
7. 7
9.4
5.9

-1.2
+0. 1
+1.1
-13.5
+3.5
-4.3
+3.6
3. 7

-1.4
-0. 6
+0. 6
-9.9
-2.7
+0.7
-0.5
-5. 0
11.4
5.9

Percent change in major GNP components in constant 1958 dollars :
Total GNP..............................................
Final sales •. .. ----------- -- ---- -----------------------Personal consumption expenditures.......... . ............
Residential construction .••••••.•..•• --·----- -- ----- -----·
Business fixed investment...---------------- ------------Federal purchases............................. ..........
State and local purchases.... ..... ...................... .
Change in business inventories (billions of 1958 dollars).........
Percent change, GNP deflator ···_:-J;••··--------•·•r········-•
Unemployment rate (end of peri-.••, •••••••• ..,..,............

12.4
!1.5

t Data Resources, Inc. Forecast of Aug. 27, 1974.
1

1

Chase Econometrics Forecast of Aug. 23, 1974.
Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates Forecast of Aug. 30, 1974.

All three forecasts shown above predict that final sales will remain
essentially flat in the second half. A drop in the inventory accumulation rate will cause total GNP to be weaker than final sales and possibly to fall at a rate of 1 percent or more. The forecasts are in agreement that a further substantial drop in residential construction spending will be a major negative factor. Other sectors may either drop
or rise slightly.
In an attempt to assess the :possibilities for achieving some improvement in this outlook, the Jornt Economic Committee staff has used
an econometric model to assess the impact of the fiscal and monetary
.policies suggested in this report. This .exercise sug~ests that if spendrng were held to the $300 billion recommended rn this report and
monetary policy were eased moderately real GNP at the end of 1975
would be about $6 billion higher than it would be in the absence of
such action and the rate of inflation would be essentially unchanged.
W'ith a larger GNP, tax receipts would increase. Together with the
lower spendmg level this would significantly reduoo the Federal deficit.
Substantial benefits would accrue to residential construction, with
housing starts running at an annual rate about 4QO,OOO above what
would otherwise be expected.
Econometric models have many limitations and these results should
be taken merely as suggestive of the general magnitude of the effect to
be expected from the policies recommended in this report. Econometric
models have no ready way of incorporating the results of a price-wage
monitoring program or the beneficial psychological effects which
might result from decisive government actions. It would be reasonable
to conclude that the total positive effect of the combination of policies
recommended in this report would be greater than the econometric
simulations suggest.
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deficits are to blame for inflation and recommend cutting the budget
as the way to check it. The budget has become less and less expansionary since 1971 and is not now inflationary by any reasonable standard.
The NIA Federal deficit fell from $22 billion in 1971, to $17.5 billion
in 1972, and then to annual rates of $9.2 billion in the first half of 1973,
$1.9 billion in the second half of 1973 and $0.8 billion in the first half
of 1974.
There are many essential government programs that remain underfunded or unfunded. It would be a grave error for us to sacrifice housing programs, transit needs, health care, clean air and water, and necessary education and welfare programs to the false demonology of
cutting the budget to achieve a balance which already virtually exists.
We must make only those cuts in the budget which cut fat and waste,
and must not defer meaningful funding of essential public services.
The fight against inflation cannot be won by tilting with windmills,
and such battling will only lead to unnecessary sacrifices.
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